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Problem-Solving Skills of Human Service
Students and Professionals: A Pilot Study
Tricia McClam and Marianne R. Woodside
Abstract: This article reports the results ofa study that compares
the judgments of solutions to problems frequently encountered in
human service practice made by pre-field human science students with the judgments made by practitioners. It was expected
that student responses would reflect idealistic solutions to the
complex problems and would be different from the responses of
the agency sample; however, no significant differences were
found. The similarity of the mean scores of the samples and the
low mean scores for each group are discussed, and suggestions
for further research are presented.

In the field of human services there is general agreement among educators on
the knowledge and skills needed to prepare the entry-level worker. Several sources
document this agreement. The handbook of the Council for Standards in Human
Service Education (CSHSE, 1985) describes areas of study and professional
development necessary for training and educating the human service student.
Through the process oftask analysis, the National Commission for Human Service
Workers (1982) also developed a list of the knowledge, skills, and values that human
service workers need to be effective. In addition, recent research indicates that there
is agreement among educators, agency workers, and students on specific counseling
behaviors viewed as important in human service education (McClam & Woodside,
1984).
Various methods are used to determine the actual skills and knowledge
mastered by the human service student: grades, curriculum reviews, exit interviews
of graduates, periodic follow-up of graduates, and comprehensive examinations.
These all provide partial measures of that student's mastery of human service
education and general education. Few reflect in-depth measurement of specific
skills recognized as crucial to worker effectiveness, leaving the educator to wonder
whether students have grasped a concept, if they can translate that concept into
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practice, and how their skill level compares with that ofemployees in human service
agencies and institutions.
One such skill recognized as important for the entry-level professional, the
experienced worker, and the administrator is the ability to solve problems. To
collect and analyze data, propose alternatives, and act and evaluate accordingly are
integral parts of the human service function. The importance of this skill is
confirmed by the CSHSE handbook, which states: "The curriculum shall provide
skill training and systematic analysis of a service problem situation; in selection of
appropriate strategies, services, or interventions; and in evaluation of outcomes"
(CSHSE, 1985). Textbooks also present problem solving as an important characteristic of the delivery ofhuman services (Epstein, 1981; Eriksen, 1977; Mandell
& Schram, 1985; Mehr, 1986; Woodside & McClam, 1990).
The purpose of this study is to explore the problem-solving ability of human
service students. The study compares students' judgments ofsolutions to problems
frequently encountered in human service practice with practitioners' judgments of
the same solutions. This article reports the results ofthis investigation and presents
suggestions for further research. Before discussing the methodology it is important
to clearly define problem solving in human services.

THE CONCEPTOF PROBLEM SOLVING
A definition of problem solving particularly relevant for human service
education is that it is a behavioral process involving two activities: generating
alternatives for dealing with problems and deciding on an effective alternative
(D'Zurilla & Goldfried, 1971). For purposes of study and training, D'Zurilla and
Goldfried (1971) organize problem-solving operations into five stages: general
orientation, problem identification, generating alternatives, decision-making, and
evaluation. Although stages may overlap and interact with each other, each stage,
for the purposes of clarity, is explained as an independent activity in the problemsolving process.
The general orientation stage involves two foci. The first is an assessment of
the mindset, or attitude, of the individual who has the problem. The external
situation and the internal perception of possibilities are factors that may influence
the client's present attitude. The second is the creation of a desirable mindset for
the problem-solving process. The client reflects upon previous experiences in
dealing with the problem and determines how these past experiences affect the
present. The client also shares with the worker past experiences as a problem solver
and expectations for the current problem-solving experience. To create a more
desirable mindset, the worker actively encourages the client to understand that
problems are a part oflife and that good problem solvers engage in systematic rather
than erratic or impulsive behavior.
The second stage, problem identification, requires the client to articulate the
focus of the problem-solving process. During this stage the worker and the client
change the problem from an overwhelming emotional or general one to one that is
clearly stated, or to a subproblem that emphasizes specificity and concreteness.
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Defining problems operationally at this point ensures the effectiveness of later
stages.
Identifying and defining the problem leads logically to the establishment of
goals (Brill, 1990). Goal formulation increases the cli~nt' s awareness of issu~s and
conflicts, assists in determining what information IS relevant, and provides a
framework for evaluating the alternatives to be generated as well as the decision to
be made. Gathering additional information about the problem by examining the
relationships among the people involved, as well as the relationship between the
client and the environment, facilitates the completion of this stage.
Once the problem or the subproblems are identified, it is appropriate to
generate alternatives. During this stage, the client remains involved by suggesting
possible courses of action and reviewing the short- and long-range consequences of
those actions. Individuals will differ in their awareness of possibilities, but the
process is most effective when several workable alternatives can be generated and
the client feels that there are choices. A minimum of one effective and appropriate
alternative is desirable. A generation of alternatives is usually ajoint effort between
the worker and the client as the worker encourages client participation.
Once alternatives have been identified and explored, the client makes a decision by selecting the alternative that will help him or her reach the goal that was
established during problem identification. The client ultimately takes responsibility
for the decision and for what that decision entails. This is also an appropriate time
for the worker to define what his or her responsibility will be in helping the client
make a decision.
The final stage, evaluation, involves an assessment of the process and the
alternative that is selected. This evaluation may occur during the process and at the
end of the decision-making phase. Because it is difficult for some clients to be
objective about their own situation and their own behavior, the worker may assist
the client in determining the effectiveness of the process.

METHOD
Instrument
The instrument used in this study is a minor modification of an instrument
developed and reported by Elizabeth I. Torre (1972, 1974). Its purpose is to measure
the ability of the respondent to distinguish levels of appropriateness in problem
solutions. The instrument includes 26 problems typical of those encountered in
human service practice. The problem areas include Direct Service with Individuals
in Families (8 problems), Direct Service with Small Groups (8 problems), Direct
Service with Community Persons and Groups (8 problems), and Student's Readiness
to Assume Responsibility for Their Own Learning (2 problems). Each problem is
followed by a solution, which is rated by the respondent as appropriate, partially
appropriate, or inappropriate. A total score is obtained for each individual by
adding the number of correct responses to the test items. Acceptable reliability and
validity coefficients have been reported, and construct validity has been supported
by Sturges & Yarbrough (1975).
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Sample
The inventory included two samples: an agency and a student sample.
Participation was voluntary and anonymous. Inventories were mailed to agencies,
and follow-up procedures included a letter and a phone call. The students completed
the inventory on the first day of their initial field experience.
The agency sample, comprised of graduates of the Human Service Program
who had been employed for over one year, consisted of six white males and eight
white females. Most participants were between the ages of25 and 40 (86%) and had
been employed in a human service agency for more than one year (79%). For half
the participants, employment at the time of the study was their first paid human
service job. Of the sample, 71 % indicated that they were members of professional
organizations. In response to questions about job responsibilities, 93% indicated
that theirprimary responsibilities were individual and/orgroup counseling, followed
by interviewing and making referrals (86%). The agencies represented by the
sample included corrections, mental health, human services, rehabilitation, child
and family services, and education.
Sixteen students enrolled in the first quarter of the field experience comprised
the student sample. The sample was primarily female (63%), under 25 (81 %), and
white (88%). Only 6% reported membership in a professional organization. This
initial field experience occurred during the senior year and was the first job
experience (although unpaid) in a human service agency for 100% of the sample;
38% had been volunteers previously. The field placements represented were
identical to those represented by the agencies in the agency sample. Primary job
responsibilities at the field placements were individual and/or group counseling
(75%) and interviewing and referrals (60%).

RESULTS
It was expected that responses by the students at the beginning oftheir first field
experience would reflect idealistic solutions to the complex problems presented and
would be different from the responses of human service workers; however, no
significant differences were found between agency and student responses (F =0.58,
p> .45). The agency mean score was 11.43 and the standard deviation was 2.7. The
students' mean score was 10.81 with a standard deviation of 1.68. Maximum score
possible on the instrument is 26.
An examination of responses to individual items reveals little disagreement
between the two groups. Problem 20, one of the items in the category of Direct
Service with Community Persons and Groups, is an example of an item where there
was general agreement. Rated appropriate by 79% and partially appropriate by
21% of the agency sample, it was also rated appropriate by 69% of the student
sample and partially appropriate by 31 %. None rated it inappropriate.
Problem 20: You have been placed in a field placement which has been
newly located in a poverty neighborhood. Your field instructor tells students
in this setting that one ofyour first jobs together will be gathering information
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about the lifestyle of the neighborhood in order to plan services you might
offer. In discussion, you decide that you should collect information about the
needs and resources ofthe neighborhood in order to identify problem areas and
gaps in resources. Your field instructor then asks for suggestions about how
and where to begin this exploration.
Solution: You wonder what information about neighborhood needs and
resources has already been collected and would be available for your use.
Therefore, you suggest as a logical series of first steps that your group locate
and check current census data; find out what social welfare agencies already
exist in the neighborhood and what they do; and talk to a sample of community
leaders and residents get their views about needs in the area.
Problem 13, also in the category of Direct Service with Community Persons
and Groups, illustrates a problem where there was some disagreement. In items
such as this, the disagreement tended tobe between ratings of appropriate and partially
appropriate or partially appropriate and inappropriate. This item, for example,
was rated appropriate by 43% of the agency sample and 75% ofthe student sample.
It was rated partially appropriate by 57% ofthe agency sample and 25% of the
student sample. None rated it inappropriate.
Problem 13: You have been working with Don, age 10, on an individual
basis for four months. He was referred to you originally because of
temporary school suspension for fighting and general disruptive behavior.
During this time he has improved in his attitudes toward school, although he
has yet to make any real progress in his academic achievement.
One afternoon, that is not your regular time to see him, he comes to your
field placement and says he wants to talk with you. He has never done this
before, and there seems to be something urgent in his manner; so you find
a place where you can talk together. He says he came to tell you that he is
going to run away from home.
Solution: You interpret his coming to you as a sign that he wants help and
that he feels two ways about running away, he both wants to and he doesn't
want to. You try to calmly talk with him, first finding out what has happened
to make him decide to run away. You focus on his feelings concerning his
problems and try to be sympathetic. Then you try to have him see other ways
ofhandling his problems that do not involve running away, stressing the fact
thatthe consequences ofnot running away are really more desirable. When
you're fairly sure he no longer intends to carry out his plan, you terminate
the interview, letting him know that he did the right thing in coming to talk
with you and should do so again, if he feels very troubled about something.
You plan to keep in close contact with his home for a few days.

CONCLUSION
Responses of the students at the beginning of their first field experience were
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found to be similar to the responses of human service workers who have been
employed in various human service agencies for more than a year; however, the
mean scores for each group are slightly less than 50% correct. These results raise
two important concerns for discussion. The first is the similarity ofthe scores ofthe
two groups; the second is the low mean scores for each group.
Several factors may account for these findings. Participants in each sample
received similar training in the same program with the same faculty. Few program
or curriculum changes have been made in the past five years. The brevity of the
problems presented may also prevent sufficient evaluation of the situation and may
contribute to a limited ability to judge the appropriateness of the solution. Finally,
there may be some disparity between what the faculty say they teach and what
students actually learn. If indeed problem-solving skills are taught integratively, as
faculty intend, and students learn the skills taught, then the result is apparently
transferred to agency practice and does not change significantly with agency
experience.
The small size of each sample in this study suggests caution in concluding that
student ability in problem solving does not improve with a supervised experience
in the field or with human service work experience. It is also premature to conclude
that human service students and professionals are not good problem solvers.
The results do suggest further study, especially with a sample expanded to
include students from associate as well as baccalaureate degree programs and from
a wider geographic area. Areas to explore with an expanded sample may include
students' prior and personal experiences with problem solving and the questions
students ask as they determine solution appropriateness. Expansion of the agency
sample to include a more diverse group of human service professionals is also
suggested. Finally, a closer look at the instrumentation as well as the development
of norms for human service education is appropriate before any conclusions can be
drawn.
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Problem Solving in the Human Service
Curriculum
Professional Development Awards
The National Organization for Human Service Education
(NOHSE) has established a system of professional development
awards to promote the scholarly and academic development of
NOHSE member and the field ofhuman service education. Up to
four awards of $250 each will be made each year; any duespaying members is eligible to apply. Deadlines for submission
each year are January 1 and September 1.
Successful proposals will address a problem of importance to
undergraduate or graduate human service education that can be
'investigated through research, measurement, evaluation, or documented trial. Examples of possible projects include: follow-up
studies of graduates, evaluation of internship supervision, or
documented trials of teaching techniques.
Awards will not be made to support the acquisition of materials or equipment not related to an investigatory project, undocumented trials of innovations, or direct payments (beyond expenses) to any NOHSE member.
For more information, contact Sally Fullerton, Department of
Human Services, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403.
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Marianne R. Woodside & Tricia McClam
Abstract: Problem solving is a pivotal component of a human
service curriculum. This article briefly discusses ways to include
problem solving as a central concept when developing a human
service curriculum and describes in detail problem solving as it
is taught in a specific human service program in the United States.

Specific areas ofknowledge, attitudes, and skills are essential to the education
ofthe generalist human service worker. These are identified by several sources: the
Council for Standards in Human Service Education (CSHSE), the certification
project of the National Commission for Human Service Worker, and research in
human service education. A common theme that appears in the professional
literature is the commitment to teach the generalist workerto use a problem-solving
process. Forexample, the CSHSE handbook (1985) states that "the curriculum shall
provide skill training and systematic analysis of a service problem situation; in
selection of appropriate strategies, services, or interventions; and in evaluation of
outcomes." This article explains how the human service education faculty at the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, developed a curriculum that includes a
systematic emphasis on the problem-solving process.
Typically, researchers and theorists describe problem solving as a process
divided into a number of steps, or stages. Although there may be some variation in
the numbers or names of the steps, generally speaking the process follows a
sequence that incorporates these activities: Step 1 - problem identification; Step
2 - goal setting; Step 3 - the development and assessment of alternatives (plan
of intervention); Step 4 - decision-making (the intervention); and Step 5 evaluation (Austin, Kopp & Smith, 1986; D 'Zurilla & Goldfried, 1971; Egan, 1986;
Eriksen, 1977; Held,1984;Mandell&Schram, 1985; Woodside&McClam,1990).
Although described in a neatly ordered sequence, in reality the process is not always
linear, and steps often overlap. In addition, it is also not always possible to
determine the length of time of each step. These limitations make flexibility a key
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to teaching effective problem solving to prospective helping professionals.
The question of how to include problem solving in the curriculum can be
approached from several perspectives. First, one could assume that because
problem solving as a process is such an important component in human services it
will aut~matically be included in the curriculum. This is probably a dangerous
assumption. Second, problem solving can be assigned to a cluster of a few courses.
Third, problem solving can be taught in a special course, either as a requirement or
an.elective. Fourth, problem solving can be introduced as a skill and then taught
usmg the subject matter in various courses (Pecorino, 1985).
Aftermuch d~liberation, the faculty decided on the fourth alternative, integrating
the problem-solvmg material into the existing subject matter. There is research to
suggest. that weaving problem solving into other content enhances the learning of
the subject matter and the development of the skill (Estes, 1972; Posner & Keele,
1973). If the skill to be taught is integrated into various content areas, the subject
~atter b~comes more relevant to students (Beyer, 1988). They are able to apply the
information learned to a problem-solving model. In tum, the problem-solving
process becomes more than a formula when it is used to solve realistic human
service problems (Estes, 1972; Posner & Keele, 1973).

INTEGRATION IN THE HUMAN SERVICE CURRICULUM
In the cUrriculu~ atthe University ofTennessee, Knoxville (UTK), the teaching
of the problem-solvlOg process spans coursework from the introductory course to
the final field practicum. The study of problem solving is an integral part of the
human service history, philosophy, methodology, and profession, instead of a
simple skill to be learned. Also included is an understanding of the knowledge and
values of the process.
The teaching of problem solving in our curriculum is approached from seven
~ifferent~rspec~ives. Represented in the courses ofthe curriculum, each perspective
IS compatible WIth the goals and objectives of the individual Course. How the
problem-solving process is taught is also dependent upon its relationship to the
course ~ontent. At times, a course may address problem solving in totality, with
emphasis on all five components of the process. At other times, the focus is on one
or more components within the process.

Introduction to the Concept
. . . The individual experiencing "problems in living" provides the focus for the

lOItI~ study ofthe.p~obl~m solving process, which occurs in the introductory human
service course. It IS lOthis course that the rationale for using the process is presented
and ~e five steps of the process are introduced. Students practice using problemsolving with case studies of individuals involved in the human service delivery
system.

this step, the task is to define at least one of the problem situations, identify relevant
information, determine what additional information is needed and how it will be
collected, and present different perspectives of the problem. In the classroom, the
students are using case studies to practice this step. They focus on assisting the client
to understand that there are many "problems in living" and that some are possible
to solve. Through class discussion, they increase their awareness of client limitations and potentials.

The Developmental Perspective
A developmental perspective, presented in a course that studies human development, views problem solving in the context of problems arising from events
within the life span, from birth to death, including the development and maintenance
offamily relationships and the meaning ofwork. Students study developmental life
problems within a theoretical and a personal framework. Case studies include those
from the textbook and those from students' experiences, which illustrate the
development theories presented.
Once again, the emphasis is on problem identification (Step 1) by assessing the
problem from several theoretical and personal points of view. For the first time, the
student also studies the generation of alternatives (Step 3) in the process using
personal developmental experiences as a basis. In this course, the student is
expected to integratetheoretical perspectives, personal experiences, and alternatives
previously suggested by the theoretical case studies.

The Research Perspective
The major thrust of the research course is systematic problem solving with
emphasis on Steps 3 and 5, the planning and evaluation ofthe process. For example,
as in problem solving, research also has five identifiable stages: formulating a
problem, developing a research design, collecting data, analyzing data, and drawing
conclusions.
In this course, students identify a human service problem and design a research
project to investigate that problem. They are also asked to think critically about the
research of others using their knowledge of the research process. Questions they
explore as they read published research articles relate to identifying the statement
ofthe problem, defining the variables, determining the methodology, and evaluating
the conclusions. During this course, students are often asked to compare their new
research skills with the problem-solving skills leamed previously.

The Skills Perspective

~ecause this concept is new to most students, the emphasis is restricted to an
overview of the process and a concentration on Step 1, problem identification. In

Developing interpersonal communication skills is the major theme of the first
methods course. The skills development class uses readings and activities to
enhance the student's interpersonal communication, culminating in interviews
conducted by the student with a "client."
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The emphasis during the interview is on Step 1 (exploring the mindset of the
client and identifying the problem) and Step 3 (generating alternatives). Building
on these activities, students concentrate on facilitating client decision-making and
on establishing small steps to reach the mutually agreed upon goal successfully.
Responsibility is an active consideration during this phase as clients are encouraged
to be realistic and not look for perfect solutions.

The Theoretical Perspective
A second methods course examines the theoretical perspectives ofthe different
orientations available to the human service worker. Its major focus is to teach
different counseling theories and describe their implications for human service
delivery. This methods class emphasizes the problem-solving process from a
variety of theoretical perspectives, focusing on Steps 1, 2, 4, and 5. Initially,
students consider the nature of clients and how problems are defined. Decisionmaking or implementation is an integral part of each method, but the implications
for action are very different for each theory. Finally, evaluation from each
theoretical framework is studied. During the evaluation the following questions are
answered: What are successful outcomes for this particular theoretical approach?
How are these outcomes measured? Based on readings, lectures, and discussions,
students realize that a theoretical framework has a fundamental effect on the
problem solving process.

A Policy Perspective
The systems course sets as its major problem-solving theme a macro approach
to the study of the process. The course is designed to study the economic, political,
and social systems in this country and their influence on social service policy
decisions. Using Step 1 in the problem-solving process, this course investigates
how each system views social problems and how people in systems work together
to define the problems. Focusing on Step 3, it also explores the historical
alternatives for these problems as well as the critical factors necessary to determine
which of the alternatives is a realistic one. In addition, decision-making (Step 4)
becomes a focus as students determine how to recognize current policies and how
these policies have been established.

An Action Perspective
The perspective of problem solving in the field experience is to translate
knowledge, skills, and values into professional action within the human service
delivery system. Students use the total process, or Steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, while they
are in the field as they work with their clients and as they themselves face difficulties
in this learning experience. Multiple exposures to problem solving encourage
students to be less idealistic about problem solutions. Combining the use of the
problem-solving process from a theoretical, personal, and professional point of
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view also enhances student understanding ofa situation. In a human service setting,
it is difficult to conduct problem solving in a linear way, and it is equally hard to
separate theoretical, personal, and professional considerations.
CONCLUSION
This curriculum approach to teaching the problem-solving process in the
Human Service Education Program at The University ofTennessee, Knoxville, has
many strengths. When related to such a variety of content, problem solving
discourages students from viewing the skill from one perspective. They are able to
see the process as a useful concept that facilitates thinking and helping in numerous
settings. In each course, the students are asked to become problem solvers
themselves rather than asked just to learn the problem-solving process.
One difficulty with the integrated approach is confusion for students as to
exactly what the process is. Often instructors use different language to describe the
problem-solving steps, or instructors may suggest the use of the steps in very
different ways, depending upon the course content. Care needs to be taken by those
who plan and those who teach the courses to provide threads of continuity between
the courses. To counter these problems, we meet as a faculty at least once a semester
to discuss courses and their relationship to each other. Also, we have the
introductory course provide an overview for the process, and the field seminar
concludes with an in-depth study of the process.
We conclude with the recognition that this is not the only effective way that
problem solving can be taught in human service education. We believe, however,
that the skill is too important to be left to chance and that planning programs of study
and individual courses should include a discussion of how to incorporate problem
solving in the human service education curriculum.
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Abstract: Human service professionals regularly are confronted
with ethical dilemmas. This article suggests a way of thinking
about ethics. Case illustrations are presented and discussed.
Applications in human service education are suggested.

We live in a time when we are besieged by the subject of ethics. Hardly a week
passes without yet another revelation of a government official being accused of a
breach of ethical behavior. When such accusations are upheld, the credibility ofthe
persons who occupy public office is weakened, thus diluting the moral authority of
the political institution. Citizens tend to lose their trust in public officials and
develop an image of government as corrupt.
Ethics has become a prominent subject for discussion in the medical field. With
the advances in medical technology and their concomitant effect of prolonging life,
concerns have inevitably arisen regarding the negative impact of technology on
people's lives. Questions have emerged on allocating scarce resources, determining
competency, saving life or prolonging death, and foregoing life-sustaining treatment.
The ethical ambiguities in health care are legion and complex.
The human service professions also face difficult ethical dilemmas-whether
serving battered children, pregnant teenagers, broken families, the elderly, AIDS
victims, the homeless, or substance abusers. Many dilemmas have been aired in the
newspapers so that the public is privy to their complexities. They revolve around
the duty to, and constraints in, alleviating human suffering.
The questions that professionals need to ask are: How does one identify an
ethical dilemma, and how does one go about trying to resolve it? This paper will
attempt to answer these questions by presenting a way of thinking about ethics and
applying the theory to a series of ethical dilemmas that human service professionals
may encounter in the course of their work.

CASE ILLUSTRATION
We begin with the case of a homeless man living on the streets of New York
Human Service Education' Volume 10' Number 1'14
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in winter. When it gets very cold, he huddles in doorways but refuses to go to a
shelter. Over several nights, the temperature went down to 15 degrees Fahrenheit,
and a man on a park bench froze to death. This prompted the mayor to decree that
all homeless people living on the streets will be taken to shelters when these cold
conditions prevail. Is this policy ethical?
This case poses the difficult moral choice between rights and responsibilitiesthe rights of the individual vs. the responsibilities of the community. Individual
rights are based on individual autonomy. A person can decide how he or she wants
to live, as long as no harm is perpetrated on others. As a principle, it could be taken
to its extreme: even when it could result in death, autonomy is to be valued.
Opposing this principle is an equally imposing one: the responsibility of
government to care for its citizens. In the case ofthe homeless, this principle is based
on the residual conception of social welfare (Wilensky & Lebeaux, 1965), which
states that government has the responsibility to care for people who cannot care for
themselves. This ethical duty stems from the relationship between government and
its citizens, and the value ofhelping people in states of dependency and vulnerability
(Levy, 1982).
In addition to posing the conflict between rights and responsibilities, the case
evokes the philosophers' classic dispute between the right and the good. The
deontologists, represented by philosophers such as Kant, Bradley, Pritchard, and
Ross, maintained that the rightness of an act is intrinsic to itself and needs no other
justification. One's duty in specific situations is intuited by the individual to be
obligatory. For example, we must fulfill a promise because we have made it, and
not because the consequences will be good if we do and dire if we do not. Since the
promise was made in the context of a relationship, that relationship obligates the
individual to fulfill it. The act of the past determines the ethical imperative of the
present.
W. D. Ross (1930) introduced the concept of primafacie duties to refer to acts
that are self-evident in the nature of a situation. Fidelity is a primafacie duty. One
must return a borrowed book because one has borrowed it. Gratitude is eprimafacie
duty. One must return a service simply because that service was rendered.
Primafacie duties are not absolute. When they conflict, "what I have to do is
study the situation as fully as I can until I form the considered opinion (it is never
more) that in the circumstances one ofthem is more incumbent than any other." The
decision to resolve a conflict of primafacie duties is sometimes objective, as when
the conflict is between fidelity and non-maleficence-the prevention of harm to
another-where the latter takes precedence. Short of the prevention of harm, the
decision is largely subjective.
According to Frederic Riemer (1983), the protection of human life supersedes
other duties. But in less than life-threatening situations the decision is made after
a study of the situation and an analysis of the values underlying the conflicting
options. Since in most situations of ethical conflict we are dealing with a choice
between two rights, or two goods, either decision is the correct one as long as it is
based on professional values.
In the case of the homeless man, some deontologists would invoke the prima
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facie duty of non-maleficence, the prevention of harm, to support the city's action
of removing him from the street to a shelter. Others may claim that respect for
personal autonomy may be as binding a duty on the city as the protection of human
life.
The utilitarians, represented by philosophers such as Bentham, Mill, and G.E.
Moore, base moral judgments on the consequences of action. If the consequences
lead to good and happiness, the action is ethical; if they lead to harm, the action is
unethical. In this case, it is important to determine the possible consequences of
permitting the homeless man to remain on the street. By permitting him to remain,
the city supports his independence and survival instincts; by remanding him to a
shelter the city overrides those values to prevent his possible death in the bitter cold.
Harold Lewis (1984) identifies an important difference between the deontologists and the utilitarians, though in many instances they would agree on the duty
involved in the situation. "An approach that depends on an evaluation of consequences
is likely to yield a tentative choice of action, subject to revisions of modification
during the entire service transaction, constantly responding to new data generated
by the service process itself" (Lewis, 1984). The professional who employs a
deontological approach reasons from general ethical imperatives or duties that are
intended to provide overall guidance in all instances in which such imperatives or
duties have relevance. "Consistency with the guiding imperati ve is the proofsought
in judging the rightness of action" (Lewis, 1984).
As circumstances change and new information is obtained, consequences
could be different, thus shifting the ethical duty for the utilitarian professional. The
deontological professional must be ethically aware of the consequences of an
action, but the consequences do not determine the ethical duty in the situation. This
is determined by the professional values inherent in the relationship (Levy, 1976).
In this case, additional information about the homeless person may change the
priorities in the decision. Some homeless have been able to survive for years outside
the shelters by constructing makeshift dwellings and using subways and bus
terminals. The reputation of the shelters as a safe haven from the hostile forces of
the street has been revealed as a myth. Death from the bitter cold may not be an
inevitable consequence of living on the street. Rather, preserving the homeless
person's independence may elicit more professional support the more we know
about the particular conditions under which the individual lives.
Lewis exhorts the professional to strive for ethical consistency. This requires
the adoption of a single belief system to guide actions when confronted with ethical
choices in professional practice. In the same vein Ruth Macklin (1987) warns that
"the chief danger in using both ethical perspectives at once is the temptation to
switch back and forth between them, alternating between an assessment of consequences and an appeal to rights and duties in order to make the solution finally
come out in the way that 'feels' right."
Here, too, one may not switch back and forth in seeking a predetermined ethical
solution to this dilemma. Ifthe human service professional subscribes to a particular
philosophical orientation, he or she needs to maintain a consistency in the analysis.
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THE TYRANNY OF PRINCIPLES
Stephen Toulmin (1981) has proposed that ethical debates avoid arguments
based on absolute principles, for the only possible outcome is deadlock. When each
side abides by its own absolute principle, it leaves no room for compromise. It is
only when these principles are muted, and flexibility and discretion are applied, that
compromise can be reached and the conflict resolved.
The need for discretion is greater for those professionals who subscribe to the
deontological position. This is so because ethical imperatives pose the danger of
becoming tyrannical in determining duty, with little or no room for deviation.
Consequently, in their work with clients human service professionals should
conceive of them as "intimates," as opposed to "strangers." for different orders of
ethical duty obtain in these groups. "In the ethics of strangers. respect for rules is
all and the opportunities for discretion are few. In the ethics of intimacy. discretion
is all, and the relevance of strict rules is minimal"(Toulmin, 1981). Toulmin
designates the bus driver, the sales clerk, and othersuch casual contacts as strangers,
to whom moral obligations are limited and mainly negative; i.e., to avoid acting
offensively toward them. The professional relationship with clients is more
intimate than with a sales clerk. The helping process requires an investment ofself
by the professional and the client that is greater than an individual's casual contacts
with anonymous service providers. Discretion is therefore called for in the helping
relationship.
Ifwe permit the debate ofthe homeless man to remain on the level ofprinciples,
following Toulmin, there appears to be no resolution of the conflict. Both
principles-rights and responsibilities-are absolute and unbending. However,
when we begin to explore the details of the situation. compromises seem possible.
When the city offers apartments or shelters to the homeless who wish to avail
themselves ofthis protection, it is fulfilling its duty to its citizens but also respecting
the rights of the individual to refuse the offer. Thus, both principles are working.
However, when the temperature reaches a very low reading and numbing cold
prevails, there is a very real threat to life. It is here that the exercise of autonomy
must accede to the duty of protection. The government may not stand idly by and
watch its citizens freeze to death when it has the resources to prevent it. It possesses
the power to override individual resistance in the interests ofmaintaining standards
of public health and safety and the protection of life. The value of life would
supersede the value of autonomy.
Yet advocates for civil liberties argue that the exercise of government power
in this instance is paternalistic and an infringement of individual rights. For this
group, the value of autonomy in American society has almost been reified. Thus,
the dilemma consists ofa conflict between two fundamental values-two rights and
two goods-with little room for discretion, and hence very difficult to resolve.
Thus far, we have presented a sample case of a homeless person and analyzed
it according to particular ethical guidelines. Additional applications of ethical
theory will become apparent in the discussion of the three dilemmas that follow.
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CASE ILLUSTRATIONS
The following cases illustrate the issues in the ethical decision-making process
which were previously discussed. A full discussion is not possible here, but the
major concepts and considerations will be cited. *
Case 1. A community center under Catholic auspices is in need of a program
director for the teen division. A man who has had successful experience working
with this age group in other settings applies for the job. In the course ofthe interview
he offers the information that he is gay. The interviewer who is the director of the
agency believes that the applicant is well qualified professionally for the job, but he
has a question about the impact of his homosexuality on the teenagers. Is it ethical
not to hire him due to his homosexuality?
Discussion. The central issue here is a conflict between professional values and
religious values. A fundamental professional value is non-discrimination. which
has been translated into an ethical duty (National Association of Social Workers.
1980). Qualification for the job is the major warrant for hiring. The religious value
is the abhorrence of homosexuality as a way of life, and fear of the consequences
of the man's association with impressionable adolescents who are in the process of
working through their sexual identity. The deontologist might feel duty bound to
hire the individual based upon his qualifications, whereas the utilitarian might not
because of concern with possible negative consequences.
Each stance could be argued for and against. depending on the specific details
in the situation. One detail uncovered might be the fact that no incidents occurred
in his previous employments; thus, the fear of negative consequences would be
irrational. Another would be a test to determine if he is Hl V positive. While it is
illegal to discriminate against homosexuals in hiring practices, the lawyer who
represents the agency could make a case against hiring by resorting to the negative
impact that the candidate might have on the children under his jurisdiction.

Case 2. A teenage IV drug user who is pregnant and has been diagnosed with
AIDS has come to the agency for counseling. As her counselor, you are concerned
with her health and the prognosis for the baby. both of which are not encouraging.
You are also interested in her thoughts and feelings on whether she should give birth
or have an abortion. Based on your knowledge about the effects of AIDS, would
you take a stance and counsel her to have an abortion? Is it ethical?
Discussion. The dilemma here is between the value of self-determination in
making a decision and the consequences of the decision. The question to be
determined is: If the professional "knows" with certainty (not infallibility), as
health statistics and observations confirm. that there will be certain negative
consequences from a particular decision. is the professional permitted to override

- The cases were presented for discussion to an audience of students and a panel
of professionals and educators. The discussion that follows each case incorporates
some of the points made by the participants.
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an ethical principle and the value of self-determination in order to prevent the
consequences from occurring? One can argue that the baby will die anyway,
whether the professional counsels an abortion or not. However, if the baby is born
there is a chance for life, if only for a limited time, and a chance for a cure--whereas
in an abortion there is none.
The situation poses additional questions. Does the professional have a right
to impose his or her own values? Does the girl have a right to choose? Just how
autonomous should the decision of a teenage girl be about life.and death matters?
(Bok,1983). Would the ethical imperative point to respect for self-determination
or the termination ofpregnancy? Would an analysis of the consequences from the
alternatives yield a clear ethical stance? There are times when the ethical dilemma
may be between two wrongs and two evils; is this one of them? It appears that the
ethical imperative would require the professional to help the client exercise selfdetermination and arrive at her own decision after weighing all the alternatives and
options.
~. You are counseling a man who has AIDS. In the course of your work
together, you ask him whether his wife knows of his condition. He responds that
she does not know, and he does not want you to tell her. He expects this secret to
be held by you in strict confidence. What is your ethical duty in this situation?
Discussion. This is a classic dilemma of maintaining confidentiality when it
might pose a risk to others. Bok asks almost rhetorically: "Does a professional owe
confidentiality to clients who reveal plans or acts that endanger others directly?"
She answers: "Once professionals undertake to receive and even probe for
information threatening to others, they can no longer ignore those others out of
concern either for their patients or for society. The prima facie premises supporting
confidentiality are overridden at such times." Bok is very clear in her stance. The
individual has no rights to secrets revealed by another if those secrets will cause
direct harm to others. But there are questions: Will the husband's AIDS inevitably
cause direct harm to his spouse? Do we know enough about the disease to predict
this outcome infallibly?
From the perspecti ve ofethical theory, the deontologists may at first affirm the
duty of confidentiality, but they would face a conflict between the primafacie duty
offidelity (having given one's word to maintain confidentiality) and the primafacie
duty of non-maleficence (not causing harm to others). In such a conflict situation,
Ross declares the primary duty to be not to cause harm to others. Thus, the
professional may break confidentiality to tell the wife.
The utilitarians may be fearful of the consequences of not informing the wife:
thus, the greater good would be to do so. Yet by breaking confidentiality the
professional runs the risk of violating the recently enacted law in New York State
that protects the confidentiality ofAIDS patients against discrimination. One could
argue that the law is unethical because of the greater harm principle. In this case,
the professional has to decide whether to abide by the law or to follow his or her own
ethical impulse.
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CONCLUSION
We have attempted to present an overview of some ways of thinking about the
nature of ethical duties. Two traditions in ethics have been explored: the
deontological and the utilitarian. Values, the consideration of consequences, ethical
assessment, and the use of discretion in the application ofprinciples have helped to
delineate the conflicts in four cases. Our purpose was to provide a framework for
the ongoing process of ethical decision-making.
Human service educators need to become knowledgeable of this process in
order to teach it to students. The aim of ethics education is not to change students'
behavior but to give them an understanding of the nature of ethics so that they can
develop approaches to analyzing ethical dilemmas. It cannot be assumed that
students will understand and intuitively know what to do in a conflict situation.
They need to be taught a way of thinking that will ultimately lead them to make
ethical decisions.
Discussions in applied ethics, even if they tum out to have no effect on the moral
development of students, would make a contribution. There is a value for students
in thinking carefully and vigorously about complex human problems and applying
principles to concrete cases. At first the teacher may want to use canned cases to
illustrate values and principles; inevitably the students will bring in their own cases
as they become more familiar with this thinking process.
In agency placements, ethical issues tend not to be highlighted unless they are
blatant. As the laboratory for decision-making, the agency is the ideal location for
the analysis of ethical dilemmas. Field instructors may have to be trained by the
school to discuss and analyze ethical dilemmas in a more formal manner. Staff
meetings could be devoted to ethical issues in practice at which students would be
encouraged to present their cases. As part of the education of the agency's board
of directors, a presentation could be made by a student that highlights an ethical
dilemma in practice and the conceptual approaches to its analysis. The school needs
to give prominence to the study of ethics among faculty, students, and field
instructors.
When we place the study and teachings of ethics in the forefront of our work,
we will educate a cadre of human service professionals who will be attuned to the
ethical dimension in practice and be able to serve their clients in a more competent,
ethical manner.
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Abstract: Effective communication between human service
clients and workers is critical. Client fear, anger, and frustration
and worker inexperience can combine to block needed communication. This article describes three sequentially organized
workshops that respond to these problems. Workshop evaluations are discussed and an argument for using video-taped
simulations is presented.

Norman Linzer is a professor ofSocial Work at Yeshiva University.
According to the Census Bureau, 19,071,000 persons in the United States
received food stamps in 1986 (Census, 1987). People who apply for food stamps
for themselves and/or members oftheir family complete an application form and are
interviewed by employees of a local branch of the state affiliate of the Department
of Health and Human Services. This process requires a great deal of time and effort
on the part of the applicants and the agency employees.
In addition to the food stamp program, the human service agencies also
interview applicants for Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) grants
and medical services. There were 358,000 families receiving AFDC in 1986
(Census, 1987). The interviewers at the assistance offices often coordinate followup services for the AFDC applicants. Referrals to agencies, such as employment
security, job training, and adult education centers, are made to expand basic
financial assistance into forms of life skill development. With more single-parent
families needing child care, health services, and housing, the responsibilities of
welfare interviewers has grown.
Application packets for state and federal assistance programs are required in
order to establish fiscal accountability. The forms are long and require detailed
information. They resemble the annual IRS forms most taxpayers would rather send
to an accountant than complete themselves. However, the style and character ofthe
interview is the responsibility of the individual employee. Information about
program rules and benefits, and the availability oflocal resources for supplementary
assistance, can be shared with applicants. The communication of genuine concern
and encouragement between interviewer and applicant is also a unique and
important aspect of interviewing. A skilled interviewer can gather all the informaHuman5ervic8 Education· Volume 10· Number 1· 22
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lion ~eq~ired, accurately record it, explain the steps involved in processing a client 's
application, and create a positive relationship.
For the inexperienced interviewer, problems in human relations can become
stumbling blocks to helping clients. Tensions related to feelings of fear and
powerlessness can be soothed or heightened based on the professional skills used.
M~st n~w s~rvice ~mploy~es feel their newness is a disadvantage. Depending on
their skills In public relations and communication, they may feel anxious about
working with clients. However, the guidance and support ofjob-specific interviewing
training can result in more effective interviews, positive communications with
clients, and increased commitment to human service careers.

THE HUMAN SERVICE CHALLENGE
Contemporary society is replete with families and individuals who are limited
in their ability to meet their basic needs (Gutkind, 1986). In addition to teen parents,
persons dependent on alcohol or other drugs, and the physically and mentally
disabled, there are thousands of undereducated and non-English-speaking immigrants
looking for help from human service agencies. Managing such large and diverse
caseloads is challenging. People who have become desperate are often impatient
with bureaucratic processes, and interviewers usually take the brunt of their anger
and frustration.
The following study reports on the results of a series of workshops on
interviewing skills developed by Western Washington University. The target
population are employees of the Washington State Department ofSocial and Health
Services. The goal of the training is to build the confidence and skill levels of the
workers so that they may be more responsive to clients and more effective in
obtaining accurate information. The training program was initiated in the late
1970s. Attendance was optional. Since 1986, the agency has mandated the training
for all public assistance interviewers.

TRAINING DESIGN
Three sequentially organized workshops make up the Interviewing Core
Training. Effective Interviewing is the first workshop in the series. It deals with
effective communications, sensitivity to culturally diverse clients, interview structure, questioning skills, and the ability to recognize and deal with value differences.
This session is integrated with the technical/policy and procedure training offered
to new employees by the agency.
Dealing with Emotionally Charged Clients is the second workshop. Interviewers
are offered various strategies to use when clients are defensive, hostile, or threatening. Although clients do not frequently display such behavior, interviewers
should be prepared for the client who does. Being trained to deal with persons who
act aggressively is essential to an interviewer'S confidence and effectiveness.
The third workshop is Advanced Interviewing, and it is during this session that
interviewers are given opportunities to demonstrate their skills in simulated
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interviews. The nature of the simulations is determined by each participant. They
are encouraged to develop a scenario that represents either a difficult case they are
currently assigned or one that represents their imagined "worst possible" interview.
Client roles are portrayed by professional improvisational actors who are paid a
modest stipend, most of them graduates of the drama department at the University
of Washington. The trainers film the simulations with portable video equipment.
The tensions felt by interviewers are usually heightened by the video taping.
Trainers attempt to allay tensions by focusing on the simulations in the context of
experimental learning. The goal is not to produce exemplary models or flawless
interviews, but rather to try some new interviewing skills in a safe, learning
situation.
Debriefing after simulation is led by the trainers. Three basic questions are
asked to draw out the key elements of the interview and the responses of the group.
The questions are: 1. What skills did you use that you found helpful in the interview?
2. What behaviors did you observe in yourself and the client that were difficult to
manage with respect to achieving the main goals of the interview? 3. If you could
conduct the interview again, what would you do differently? A guideline that is
clearly stated and reinforced by the trainers is that the purpose of the feedback is to
provide constructive information to the group as well as to the individual interviewer.
At the close of each training session, participants are asked to complete a
written evaluation of the training. The form used for this input provides information
about how well the session objectives were met, how the workshop could be
changed or improved, and how the training could improve job performance.

EVALUAnON RESULTS
Of the 211 interviewers who have participated in the training, there were only
3 who refused to do the taped simulations: they felt very self-conscious about their
physical appearance and did not want to be seen on video. The 208 trainees who did
participate in the video taping made many positive statements. Mainly, the
opportunity to see themselves as others see them was cited as a very valuable
learning experience. Another advantage cited was the chance to observe how the
use of certain techniques really did influence clients' behavior. In general, the
simulations and debriefing were regarded as the most helpful part of the training.
Participants were also asked to evaluate the degree to which the four training
objectives were met for them. The objectives were: (a) to recognize the types and
range of emotions in difficult interviewing situations, (b) to identify constructive
ways of dealing with emotions on the job, (c) to identify and practice specific
techniques for dealing with angry and passive clients, and (d) to practice and get
feedback on skills used in the simulations.
For each of the 20 training sessions included in this study, an evaluation
summary report was prepared. The four objectives were rated on a scale of 1 to 8,
with 8 reflecting the highest level of accomplishment. The lowest averaged ranking
for any of the objectives was 6.09, while the highest was 8.0. It could reasonably
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be concluded that all 211 participants found the training to be above average to
excellent in the accomplishment of the stated objectives.

THE VALUE OF VIDEO-TAPED SIMULATIONS
One of the educational advantages of the use of video simulations is the
opportunity it provides for a curriculum that is focused on the particular needs of
each group ofstudents (Wittrock, 1986). Control ofthe curriculum is shared by the
trainers and the participants, and this shared responsibility requires active input
from all learners.
Another advantage of the video simulations is that they serve as behavior
models for the trainees (Saettler, 1968). The positive behavior models stand out
very readily. Since they are on tape, they can be replayed and imitated. Interviewing
strategies and techniques that are effective are demonstrated in a realistic context.
They can be analyzed, reviewed, and discussed at whatever level is suited to the
needs of the trainees. Verbal praise becomes a reward and a reinforcement for
persons who modeled the effective behavior and to those who participated in the
debriefing sessions.
The interviewing strategies that are not effective also become very evident. Of
particular value is the opportunity for trainees to see how some inappropriate
strategies triggered negative reactions on the part ofclients. For example, the video
that actually captures how angry a client becomes when his or her questions are
answered with jargon or unclear language becomes a vivid learning experience for
all who observe the video.
Statistics on the use of video and computer technology by the general population indicate that most people spend nearly as much time watching TV and/or
videos as they spend at work (Wittrock, 1986). During the Advanced Interviewing
training sessions it was not uncommon to hear trainees say things like "We get to
be on TV." or "Wait till the networks see this!" The growing popularity of home
video recorders and cameras has served to decrease anxiety when people are video
taping.
Focusing on their observable behavior can assist human service workers in
recognizing the differences that exist between obtaining the desired outcomes of
their interviews and the actual outcomes they can observe. Asking them "What
happened?" rather than "Why did this happen?" also sharpens their observational
attention (Warren, 1987).
The time, space, and context of the training room can be greatly expanded
through the use ofthe video-taped simulations (Hawkridge, 1983). Human service
workers have asked for simulations of interviews that represent unusual behaviors:
physically threatening, weapon-carrying, mentally disturbed, and violently angry
clients have been included in the simulations. The training session provides a safe
place to experiment with strategies or techniques that are new even when the client
appears to be very aggressive or disturbed.

SUMMARY
The use of video-taped simulations in the Advanced Interviewing training
sessions has proved to be a valuable tool. As this particular session has been
reviewed for revisions in design and content, there has never been a suggestion that
the taping be dropped. In fact, trainers have developed more ways to use video
taping in their work with supervisors, managers, and receptionists. Results from
these sessions are similar to those of the Interviewing Core. Generally, the
experience is seen as very useful, instructionally meaningful, and enjoyable, and
the lessons learned are vividly remembered.
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Serving Deaf Clients: Myths and
Strategies
1990 Annual Conference

Kathleen Warden and Tricia McClam
The annual fall conference of the National Organization for
Human Service Education will be held October 10-13, 1990,
Boston. Conference headquarters will be the Tremont Hotel in
the theater district in downtown Boston.
The conference title is "AIDS, Abuse, and Addictions: A
Proactive Stance on the Human Service Issues of the Nineties for
Practitioners, Educators, Students, and Policy Makers."
For more information about the conference, contact Wm.
Lynn McKinney, College of Human Science and Services
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Abstract: For human service workers with generalist training,
working with a client who is deafpresents novel and challenging
situations. Communication and cultural differences among deaf
persons are described, and strategies for enhancing the clienthelper relationship are offered. It is emphasized that although
commonalities exist among the deaf population, every person
must be viewed as an individual.

An estimated 15 million people in the United States have some type of hearing
loss (Moores & Maestas y Moores, in press). For these individuals, who face a
variety of problems in their daily lives, accessibility to the broad spectrum of
community services-whetherhousing, mental health, or information and referralis based on communication. Whatever the problem, service delivery to a deafclient
becomes difficult any time communication is necessary between a client and a
human service worker who has no education or training in deafness (W. E.
Woodrick, personal communication, February I, 1989). Accessibility to health,
welfare, and social services for deaf individuals is required by the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112). It is likely that human service workers
with generalist training will encounter individuals who are deaf.
What do human service workers need to know about deafness to serve this
client group? This article explores some common beliefs about deafness in order
to dispel the myths surrounding individuals who are deaf. Service delivery strategies
for the human service worker who has little or no education or training in this area
are also suggested. Strategies will focus on those clients who use manual
communication primarily, although they may attempt to speechread and use speech
when they are communicating with a hearing person.
One assumption that the authors make throughout this article is that individuals
who are deaf are just like everyone else in their abilities and the lack of them.
Although commonalities do exist among persons who are deaf, each individual is
unique, and, in terms of intellectual functioning, there is as much variability among
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persons who are deaf as there is among the hearing population (Vernon, 1967).

Deafness is a hidden disability. At first, the deaf person may appear to the
worker to be normal in appearance. Then, when the deaf person talks or writes a
note, the human service worker will realize that this client is different. Attempts at
communication may leave the worker with the impression that the client is "less
intelligent," possibly causing the worker to make certain assumptions about the
client's capabilities.
Emphasis on values such as individuality and acceptance, so critical to an
effective worker-client relationship, is particularly important with this client group.
Referring to factors such as life style, feelings, facial expressions, and problems,
individuality as defined by Austin, Kopp, and Smith (1986) "involves recognizing
each person as being different from all others." Acceptance embodies the expression
of good will toward that individual regardless of behavior, appearance, or circumstance.
In situations in which it is importantto know about the client's cognitive ability,
the worker must not depend on English language skills as an indicator ofintellectual
functioning. In one such situation-testing-the best strategy is for the human
service worker to seek the aid of an individual who is skilled in assessing clients who
are deaf. For example, although the worker may be excellent at administering a
survey ofvocational interest, the assistance of an interpreter to translate items on the
inventory into language that is comprehensible to the deaf client may be necessary.
Failure to do this may result in an invalid test score as well as the unfairness of
penalizing the deaf client.

by both deaf and hearing individuals (Baker & Cokely, 1980).
Forboth clients and human service professionals, culture is an important aspect
of personal development (paradis, 1981). For the human service p~ofess.i~nal, the
development of an awareness of ethnicity, biases, and stereotypes is a critical step
in becoming an effective practitioner who is not limited to working with only one
type of client (pedersen, 1987).
.
Culturally learned assumptions about people, and particularly people who
become clients, culminate in a "world view" that reflects the helper's background,
experiences, and education. In some cases, this may result in a close~, biased, and
culturally encapsulated worker. To fail to challenge these assurnpttons leads to
communication ineffectiveness as well as a lack of trust and rapport with clients.
These same consequences of cultural encapsulation may apply to helping relationships with deaf clients.
. '
A number of strategies are available to human service professionals who wish
to expand their effectiveness with clients who are culturally different, including
deaf clients. A first step in developing a raised consciousness is to increase
awareness of one's own values and biases. This can be accomplished through an
examination of thoughts and beliefs about others by reflecting on past experiences
with a cultural group, attitudes learned from parents and peers, and the actions of
others toward a particular group.
Acquiring specific knowledge about a cultural group will also increase one's
sensitivity to differences and challenge previous assumptions with factual information. Knowledge can be gained from activities such as reading about culture and
ethnicity as well as about a specific cultural group, talking with others (especially
members of that culture), and engaging in more formal professional development
programs and conferences.

Deaf Culture

METHODS OF COMMUNICATION

A controversy has existed in education ofthe hearing impaired for many years.
The argument goes on among the "oralists," those who believe deafchildren should
be forced to use speech to communicate, and the "manualists," those who believe
deafchildren should be allowed to use a sign system to communicate. There are also
educators who fall between the two extremes. Those who believe deaf persons
should try to communicate as hearing persons do are working from the assumption
that deafness is a pathology and that deaf people need to be taught to speak so they
will be part of the hearing community.
It is important to note that many deaf persons do not view their deafness as a
pathology. Rather, they view themselves as part of a cultural community with
unique experiences, a unique world view, and a unique language. American Sign
Language (ASL) is used for communication among those deafpersons who identify
themselves as part of the American deaf culture, and is the heart of this cultural
group. ASL is now recognized by language scholars as a language in its own right
(Stokoe, Casterline & Croneberg, 1965; Klima & Bellugi, 1979). More and more,
viewing deafness from a cultural rather than a pathological perspective is accepted

Using Voice

CLIENTS WHO ARE DEAF
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Some deaf persons have been trained to speak, and the worker should not be
surprised if the client's speech is intelligible but distorted. The client may.ha:e a
nasal voice quality and/or substitute some letters for others. Common substitutions
are d for st or g for k. For example, stop may sound like dop and cost becomes gost.
Unfortunately, deciphering the client's distorted speech may increase the worker's
anxiety and frustration. The key here is to relax, keep communica~ion flowin~, and
ask for clarification or repetition when needed. The frustration of trying to
communicate effectively will be much less than the frustration of a conversation in
which neither participant understands what the other is saying.
Speechreading
Deaf persons "read" facial expressions and body language-all the clues that
people who are speaking give about the message they are trying to convey-as well
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as lip movements. Speechreading refers to "reading the lips."

To assist the client in speechreading, the workermay exaggerate lip movements
and make it even more difficult for the client because one doesn't learn to
speechread exaggerated lip movements--one learns to read normal fluent speech.
Even the best speechreaders can only read about 25% ofthe message conveyed
by visual clues (Walker, 1986). The use of technical terms or other unfamiliar
vocabulary by the hearing person complicates the message, and even the best
speechreader will have difficulty in understanding the message. Speechreaders
cope with this limitation by filling in what they miss by using contextual clues. This
means that after considering what they heard, they guess the rest of the message
based on that information, For example, two words that look very similar to the
speechreader are "baggage" and "package." Consider the following sentences:
"I went to the post office to pick up my package."
"I went to the train station to pick up my baggage."
The words package and baggage may escape the speechreader, but within the
context of the sentence it is more likely that a package will be at the post office and
baggage at the train station.
The human service professional must keep in mind that speechreading ability
is dependent on a person's facility with the English language. Deafness, in and of
itself, imposes no mental handicap, but persons who are prelingually deaf may not
be fluent users of a spoken language. In the United States, many are fluent users of
American Sign Language, so they are language proficient, but not necessarily
English proficient (Moores, 1987; Vernon, 1967).
Certain words and letters are more visible than others. For example, words that
contain letters made in the front of the mouth (th, I, m, v,j) are more visible. K, g,
and q are not Visible. P, b, and m look alike, so that pear and bear wiIllook alike
on the lips. In fact, about 50% ofEnglish words are homophonous; that is, they look
alike on the lips (Heward & OrIansky, 1980).
Information about speechreading is important to the human service worker
because it alerts the worker to the difficulty ofacquiring this skill. The tendency for
the hearing person to exaggerate lip movements only compounds problems for the
speechreader. What the human service worker can do is to be sensitive to the
complexities of speechreading and make a conscious effort not to exaggerate lip
movements. Understanding that some words are more difficult to speechread than
others can help one choose words carefully. For example, knowing thatfand mare
more visible than q might lead one to useform rather than questionnaire.
Hearing Aids
Even people who are profoundly hearing impaired have some residual hearing.
When a child is identified as having a hearing loss, training should begin as soon as
possible. Most states and/orlocal education agencies have service providers trained
to work with families ofhearing-impaired children and with the children themselves.
It is the job ofprofessionals like parent-infant trainers and, later, classroom teachers
to try to "train" a child to make use of his or her residual hearing.
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Auditory training succeeds in varying degrees and is dependen~ ~n ~any
variables, some of which are how early the intervention occurs, the tra1m.~g Itsel~
(Ling, 1976), and the child's "talent." Let us e.xplain what we mean by talent.
Some people in the general population are mU~lcal, som~ ~e not. Those who. are
not function well without musical talent. It IS our OpInIOn that some hearingimpaired children have a talent for making sense of auditory input and so~~ do not.
Having the talent does not correlate with intelli~en~e. ~ost. n~n~uslclans can
function quite adequately in the world,just as heanng-lmpaIred individuals who are
not aural or oral function quite adequately in the world.
But what about those individuals with hearing aids? How much can ~hey hear?
Actually, hearing aids only amplify sounds. Ifa hearing-impaired person ISaf!ect~d
by a type of deafness that reduces speech discrimination abilities, then the aid will
certainly make sounds louder, although not any clearer. Aids may help somewhat,
but they are not a cure for deafness.
.
.
A typical reaction to a person with a hearing aid is for the speaker.to ~als~ his
or her voice, assuming this will help the person hear better. When the VOice ISraised
and further amplified by the aid, the listener may hear the speech at an uncomf?rta~le
levelofloudness. In fact, the raised voice may even distort sound, thus complicatlng
the exchange to a greater extent.
.
.
.
The human service worker can communicate most effectively Witha chent who
is wearing a hearing aid by remembering several things. First. ~he~ taIki.ng• face
the client at all times. Over 65% of the meaning of a conversation IS carried nonverbally (McCroskey, Larson & Knapp, 197~) and th~ worker enhances .the
possibility of effective communication by insuring that this mode of commun~ca
tion is available to the client. Where the worker stands may also affect speechreadmg;
it is important to be in a position where one's face can be seen. If the worker stands
in front of a window, it is difficult for the client to see the worker's face.
Background noises such as air conditioners, fans, and radios will decr~ase the
ability of the client to sort speech from other noises in. the ~oom. The quieter the
room, the easier it is for the client to understand what ISSaid.

THE HELPER COMMUNICATES

Note Writing
As was previously mentioned, persons who are prelingually deaf m~y o~~n not
be fluent users of spoken and/or written language. This affects their abill~ to
communicate by writing notes; however, writing simple directions or questtons
may not present a problem. On the other hand, th.ehuman service pro:iderma~need
to do some contextual "filling in" on notes received. For example, If you wnte the
question "Did you go to the doctor last Thursday?" the deaf person's answer m~y
be something like "Last Thursday doctor me finish." This translates into "Yes, I did
that."
If you try note writing, simplify your sentences. Keep them short ~d free of
technical tenus. Remember communication in written language may be difficult for
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your client. For example, if your instructions to your client are "In order for you
[client] to receive services, you must fill out a questionnaire," simplify this to
something like "First, please answer these questions [point to form]. Then I will
read the form. Maybe we can help you."
When corresponding with your client by letter, keep the "simplify your written
language" rule in mind. Here is another example. Suppose your client must have
a medical examination prior to receiving services. Your job is to arrange for the
medical examination and then notify the deafclient by mail about the arrangements.
A typical letter might look like this:

Using an Interpreter

Dear Mr. Jones:
Our agency has arranged for you to be examined by Dr.
Jones Smith on February 14 at 3:00 p.m. Dr. Smith's office is
located in the Medical Arts Professional Building at 100 Main
Street, Suite 25. The agency will arrange to have an interpreter
meet you there. Should this time be inconvenient for you, please
let me know.
Sincerely,

Simplify your letter to something like this:

Dear Mr. Jones:
You have a doctor's appointment. The appointment is with:
Dr. Jones Smith
Medical Arts Building
100 Main Street
Office Number 25
The appointment is on:
Tuesday
February 14
3:00p.m.

An interpreter will meet you at the doctor's office.
If you can't go to Dr. Smith on this date, please let me know.
Sincerely,
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If you request that the deaf person fill out forms or questionnaires, remember
that written language fluency is also an issue in this situation. People who are fluent
users of a spoken language often can't decipher forms: think of your own struggles
with insurance or tax forms. In any event, standardized surveys or questionnaires
can be very difficult for deaf persons because ofthe language difficulty. If you must
have forms filled out, have clients look the forms over and ask them if they can
understand the questions. If not, it is best to simplify the questions and "talk" the
person through the form with the aid of an interpreter. You may have to reschedule
the appointment so that an interpreter can be present.

An interpreter is more than a person who knows sign language; yet anyone who
uses sign language can be called an interpreter. In a professional setting it is in the
interest of both the worker and the client to use a certified interpreter. These are
individuals who are recognized by the National Registry oflnterpreters for the Deaf
(RID) as having undergone an evaluation before receiving credentials. RIDcertified interpreters are bound by a code of ethics as in any profession, particularly
in respect to guarding a client's rights of confidentiality. In the event that a RID
interpreter does not function in a professional manner, an agency or client may file
a grievance with RID and appropriate action will be taken.
The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf does not recommend using family
members as interpreters, for two reasons. First, an interpreter should not have an
emotional investment in a conversation he or she is interpreting. If the interpreter
is "involved" with your client, it is possible that the interpreter will consciously or
unconsciously change, delete, or add information. As a result, the helper may have
no way of knowing the client in a direct sort of way. Second, the client's right to
confidentiality may automatically be violated if a family member has access to the
conversation.
A certified interpreter is usually of great help to the human service professional
serving a deaf client, but the service provider must understand the role of an
interpreter in order to make the most effective use of this assistance. An interpreter
is not present to explain what is available or to ask questions. This remains the
purview ofthe human service worker. An interpreter literally interprets or translates
what the worker says and what the client says; that is, the worker explains or directs
or asks questions, and the interpreter conveys the message to the client. The
interpreter does not add information or elaborate on a point and, most certainly, does
not offer opinions.
There are several ways to locate an interpreter. The National RID office (51
Monroe Street, Suite 1107, Rockville, MD 20850-0555) can provide names and
addresses of interpreters in all areas of the United States. Most cities have a
Communication Center for the Deaf, which would also have information on
interpreting services. Other resources would be the state association for the deaf or
the National Association for the Deaf, local churches that have a deafministry, local
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education agencies, state schools for the deaf, and local vocational rehabilitation
offices.
When using an interpreter in your setting, don't engage the interpreter in asides.
An interpreter is bound by a code of ethics to interpret everything that is said. Also,
you are using your client's time to talk to someone else. Ifyou have questions about
deafness, ask the expert sitting in your office (the deaf person) rather than the
interpreter.
There are four simple ways to facilitate any meeting. One, allow the interpreter
to sit to your right or left and slightly behind you. This allows the deafperson to have
both you and the interpreter in his or her line of sight. Second, don't fill the deaf
client's hands full of forms or papers and then ask a question or continue a
conversation. Deafpeople need their hands free to talk. Imagine how you feel when
a dentist puts his or her hands in your mouth and then asks a question. Three, do not
talk while a deaf person is trying to read something. Last, speak directly to your
client. It is considered poor form to say to the interpreter, "Tell Sara [deaf person]
that I will need more information." Simply say, "I need more information from you,
Sara." Conduct the conversation as if the interpreter weren't there.

workers will go the extra mile to learn manual communication skills themselves.
Second, relax. Deaf clients are people too.

,
I
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CONCLUSION
The generalist focus of most baccalaureate and associate degree human service
programs precludes specialization in deaf education; therefore, entry-level professionals usually have no manual communication skills, no interpreter training,
and limited knowledge about deafness and deaf culture. However, graduates of
these programs do have the knowledge and skills that are needed for helping a
variety of client groups in diverse situations and agency settings. Knowledge about
client problems, the problem-solving process, and social welfare agencies and
organizations, as well as skills in communication, in establishing a helping relationship, and in supplying information and referrals are just as applicable to this
client group as to juvenile offenders, the elderly, and the mentally ill.
This article has attempted to provide the entry-level human service professional
with basic information about deaf clients in order to facilitate service delivery. If
knowledge is a compassion builder, as Perlman (1979) suggests, then the information contained in this article will begin the process ofsensitizing the worker to a deaf
client. The worker who embodies the human service value of individuality will
view the deaf client as a challenge to the knowledge and skills he or she has as well
as to the development of new knowledge and skills to meet the client's needs.
We conclude with two final recommendations to the worker who encounters
a client who is deaf. First, remember that communication is the key and that it may
take various forms: manual communication, speech, and/or speechreading. It is
certainly acceptable to ask for repetition or clarification ifnecessary and to enlist the
assistance of certified interpreters who are available to help communication
between the worker and the client. Truly dedicated and interested human service
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Self-Understanding in Human Service
Education: Goals and Methods
H. Frederick Sweitzer and JoAnne Silver Jones

Abstract: Although self-understanding has been identified as an
important component of human service education by several
sources, there is some indication that it is not always included as
a vital part of the curriculum. The authors suggest several
possible reasons for this discrepancy. In the literature, there does
not appear to be a clear rationale for including self-understanding
in the curriculum, nor is there any agreement on the specific areas
to be included underthe category of self-understanding. Ideas on
techniques and resources for including self-understanding appear to be sparse. This paper attempts to fill some of the gaps. It
begins with a rationale: the position that self-understanding is a
critical component in helping human service workers fulfill their
functions effectively and responsibly. Based on that rationale,
five areas of self-understanding are identified for inclusion in the
curriculum. Finally, suggestions for techniques and resources in
each area are offered.

Self-understanding has been identified in many different contexts as an
important component of training for human service professionals. Textbooks on
helping have emphasized this area of training (Brill, 1985; Corey & Corey, 1989;
Mandell & Schram, 1983; Schulman, 1978), and in 1982, when the National
Commission for Human Service Workers identified five competency areas for
human service workers, the intrapersonal (value orientations, attitudes, motivations,
and personal style) was included (NCHSW, 1982). A recent survey of graduates of
human service programs indicated that self-understanding is viewed as important
both personally and professionally by graduates (Sweitzer & McKinney, 1989). As
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part of its standards for curricula in human service programs, the handbook of the
Council for Standards in Human Service Education (CSHSE, 1985) states: "The
training program shall provide experiences and support to enable students to
develop awareness oftheir own values, personalities, reaction patterns, interpersonal styles and limitations."
There is some evidence that, despite these recommendations, human service
education programs are not including self-understanding as a vital part of the
curriculum. Petrie (1984) surveyed the curricula of 23 bachelor's programs in
human services and found that, of the five competency areas recommended by
NCHSW, the interpersonal and intrapersonal domains were the least represented.
Sweitzer and McKinney (1989) found that graduates of human service programs
wished they had received more attention in the area of self-understanding.
Although there is nothing in the literature to indicate the reason why selfunderstanding is not being included in the curriculum, in examining the sources
cited several factors emerge which may contribute to the problem. First, there is no
agreement about what specific areas are included under the heading "self-understanding." Schulman (1978) identifies learning style and identity concept as
specifics. Mandell and Schram (1983) emphasize an awareness of attitudes and
values. Corey and Corey (1989) emphasize values as well, but also include
awareness of cultural assumptions, unresolved personal issues, and personal blind
spots. The most comprehensive list seems to be offered by Brill (1985), who
recommends awareness of self, style of meeting needs, values, relationship to
society, life style, and philosophy.
This diversity in the definition of self-understanding is not necessarily a
problem in and of itself. In other areas important in the training of helping
professionals, divergent definitions exist and instructors make choices, or assist
their students in making choices. However, in the case of self-understanding the
literature offers little basis for making choices. Such a basis would be grounded in
a statement of the goals of this portion of the curriculum; yet the reasons for
including self-understanding in the curriculum are not well elaborated in the
literature. Most ofthe sources discussed offer only briefcomments on why students
should focus on self-understanding. The exception is Brill (1985), who emphasizes
the connection between self-understanding and the ability to make good decisions
about interventions. The existence ofa well-articulated rationale for including selfunderstanding in the curriculum would form a framework for discussions-and
disagreements---on which specific areas are necessary to accomplish the goals set
forth in the rationale. Also, as this domain competes for space in an already crowded
curriculum, a more elaborate rationale may be helpful in ensuring its inclusion.
A final obstacle to the inclusion of self-understanding in the curriculum may
be the limited amount of information available on how to include it. Ideas on
techniques and resources would be helpful to instructors and curriculum planners.
This paper attempts to fill in some of these gaps. It begins with a discussion of
why self-understanding ought to be included in the curriculum. Based on that
argument, five specific areas of self-understanding are identified as important.
Finally, ideas and resources for each of those areas are discussed.

Self-understanding plays an important role in helping human service workers
fulfill their responsibilities effectively and responsibly. Human service workers,
regardless of their job titles, are trying to form relationships with clients. The
relationship between helper and client has been identified by many authors as a
critical component in successful intervention (Schulman, 1978; Mandell & Schram,
1983; Brammer, 1985). There is some disagreement on the specific characteristics
of such a relationship, but some that are commonly mentioned are acceptance,
empathy, respect, open-mindedness, patience, and a belief in the capacity for
change (Schulman, 1978; Mandell & Schram, 1983; Brammer, 1985). In the
context of that helping relationship, workers attempt to solve, or help clients solve,
a variety of human problems. Specific approaches to the problem-solving process
vary, but they have the following in common: (a) assessing client needs, (b)
assessing causality, and (c) designing interventions (Austin, Kopp & Smith, 1986;
Mandell & Schram, 1983; Schram & Mandell, 1983; Woodside & McClam, 1990).
In fulfilling these functions, workers occupy a position of power and influence
over clients (Brammer, 1985). Not only do they form opinions and makejudgments,
they make those opinions known to others in counseling sessions, reports, and staff
meetings. Furthermore, workers recommend, order, and proscribe various forms of
intervention. They may also control vital resources-in some cases, resources as
basic as food and shelter. The training of human service professionals, therefore,
helps them exercise this power and influence as fairly and objectively as possible.
This issue becomes even more important when the client and the worker have a
sharp difference of opinion. A worker in such cases has four choices: (a) allow the
client to do what the client feels is best and refrain from comment, (b) make his or
her feelings known and still allow the client to choose, (c) acquaint the client with
a variety of options and allow the client to choose, or (d) deliberately try to influence
the client to make a particular choice. An example ofthis dilemma is a child welfare
worker who becomes aware ofharsh physical discipline in a family. The discipline
is not random or impulsive; it is part of a system ofbeliefs about children, families,
and respect. The worker here has a full range of choices, from saying nothing to
attempting, through withholding of services or even court action, to get the parents
to modify their style of discipline.
We will argue that increased understanding of their feelings, beliefs, tendencies, and style as well as the sources of these personal characteristics helps workers
be more effective in all the functions described. It can assist them in forming
relationships with clients, thinking more objectively about interventions, and
avoiding some important traps that interfere with the responsible use of their power
and influence.
The role of self-understanding in forming helping relationships has been
commented on by a number of authors (Brill, 1985; Corey & Corey, 1989; Mandell
& Schram, 1983). Workers who are able to assess and discuss their feelings and
personal patterns serve as examples for clients who are struggling to do the same
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WHY IS SELF.UNDERSTANDING IMPORTANT
IN HUMAN SERVICE EDUCATION?

(Brill, 1985; Corey & Corey, 1989). Workers who have confronted and modified
aspects of themselves with which they were dissatisfied are more likely to communicate a belief in the capacity for change (Corey & Corey, 1989). Also,
awareness of ways in which their experiences are similar to those of clients helps
establish empathy and trust.
However, workers deal with many clients whose experiences and values are
very different from their own. Self-understanding helps workers avoid three major
pitfalls in their efforts to be effective with such clients: (a) projection, (b) professional myopia, and (c) the tendency to regard difference as deviance. At the heart
of combating these tendencies is the ability to view their own reactions and views
as only one of many possibilities. For this reason, understanding some of the
sources of their personal characteristics is critical. Understanding how their
families, for example, influenced their beliefs and personality, coupled with
knowledge of the diversity in family patterns and dynamics, helps workers be more
objective in their consideration of a variety of clients.
Projection, as the term is used here, refers to the tendency to ascribe to others
feelings and beliefs that are in fact one's own (Corey & Corey, 1989). Such
projection can affect a worker's ability to understand, accept, and empathize with
a client. If a client brings up an issue with which the worker is uncomfortable in his
or her own life, the worker may avoid the subject or decide that the client is being
difficult (Corey, Corey & Callahan, 1988). If a worker is angry at a client and
unaware of that anger, the worker may decide that the client is angry at the world;
a worker who has trouble with assertiveness may react negatively to an assertive
client. Projection can also lead to poor decisions about a client's needs. Workers
may fall into the trap of inadvertently using clients to meet their own needs (Corey,
Corey & Callahan, 1988). The worker who has trouble with assertiveness may push
clients to be assertive in order to fulfill the worker's own need. Increased selfawareness helps workers make more conscious choices in all these situations.
Self-understanding also helps workers avoid what will be referred to here as
professional myopia. Everyone interprets events according to a kind of personal
filtering system, which influences them to notice certain information (Kegan,
1982). Not only will two workers see the same thing differently; they will often see
two different things altogether. If a worker is not aware that his or her point of view
is only one of many, the worker may fail to consider other possibilities before
making decisions about causes and solutions. For example, a resident assistant
(RA) in a college dormitory may hear a black student from a working-class
background complain of feeling out of place and uncomfortable, perhaps even
unable to work to capacity. The RA, if white, may not look for, or "see," the racism
in the situation. It may be that part of the problem is that certain features of the
institution, such as staffing patterns, menus, and recreational opportunities, are
suited to middle-class white students. If the RA is not sensitive to these dynamics,
he or she may define the problem solely as one ofadjustment or cultural deprivation.
The interventions, then, will be aimed at helping the black student feel better about
a situation that may be unfair or discriminatory.
When workers are aware of differences between themselves and clients, they
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sometimes confuse difference with deviance (Brill, 1985). This tendency can lead
to negative opinions ofclients. Workers are not going to like every client, ofcourse,
but the ability to distinguish between difference and deviance can help them accept
and empathize with a wider variety ofpeople. The tendency to assess difference as
deviance can also lead to poor choices in using power and influence. If workers do
not see their own perceptions as one of many possibilities, they may react to
different perspectives by trying to change them. A trait assessed as a flaw in a
client's personality, for example, may in fact be a cultural difference (Axelson,
1985). A family may choose to sacrifice some degree of their children's comfort
and education to allow elderly grandparents to live in relative comfort, and the
family then becomes the target of a complaint by the school system. Their decision
may reflect a cultural value. If workers do not see the decision in this light, they may
blame the family, thereby harming the client-worker relationship. Furthermore,
workers would then choose to concentrate the intervention on changing the family
and never consider urging the community to accommodate a wider variety offamily
customs and structures.
In summary, the more workers know about themselves, the more effective they
will be with their clients. Human service education programs, therefore, need to
help students learn about their personal tendencies and the sources of them.

WHAT DO HUMAN SERVICE STUDENTS NEED
TO KNOW ABOUT THEMSELVES?
A person's style and tendencies can be divided into two groups: intrapersonal
and interpersonal. Included in the intrapersonal are the things a person knows about
his or her feelings, reaction patterns, values, prejudices, and stereotypes. Interpersonal
style refers to the person's patterns and tendencies in dealing with others. Of course,
these two areas overlap and influence each other, but for clarity they will be
addressed separately. There are many sources for these tendencies, but two that
seem especially important to consider are family patterns and social/cultural
identity. Again, these areas overlap and influence one another but will be separated
for purposes of clarity.

Intrapersonal Style
Emotional Responses and Patterns
This area of self-understanding includes awareness of feelings and response
patterns as well as self-modification strategies, which are strategies for changing
one's behavioral or emotional responses. Awareness of one's feelings does not
necessarily "just happen." Students can and should be taught to be more aware of
their feelings and to identify the antecedents of those feelings. This awareness is
the first step in making sound decisions about whether to act and how to act on the
feelings.
Students should also become aware of their habitual emotional and behavioral
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responses to classes of situations. Examples of such patterns might include the
inability to say no (prime cause of burnout) or avoidance of conflict. Any of these
patterns can be acted out with clients, especially if the worker is unaware of them.
Finally, students should learn strategies to modify the emotional, behavioral, and
patterned responses with which they are unhappy. These strategies range from
behavior modification techniques (Watson & Tharp, 1985) to attempts to alter the
thoughts and beliefs that underlie the behaviors (Ellis & Harper, 1975; Weinstein,
1981).
Values, Prejudices, and Stereotypes
The values ofhuman service workers are being tested, challenged, and exposed
all the time. Each decision they make reflects some value, whetherconsciously held
or not. Students need to understand their own values so that they can be prepared
for the decisions they must make; they also need to recognize where their values
come from, and how they may be different from those of other individuals, groups,
or cultures. As Corey, Corey, and Callahan (1988) have pointed out, human service
workers often need to choose between exposing their values to their clients or to
imposing them on clients. Awareness is the first step in these choices.
Awareness of values is not enough, however. Students must be encouraged and
assisted in critically examining their values and comparing them with those of
others. This process will push students to take value positions that are as clearly
thought out as possible. As workers, they will have their values challenged,
implicitly and explicitly, by clients and co-workers. Exercises in comparison and
a critical examination of values will help students learn the most from these
encounters. It will help them clarify their positions and help them learn to articulate
them clearly and persuasively. It may also help them see that the process of debate
can have several positive outcomes, from a strengthening of their original position
to a modification based on careful consideration of their views and those of others.
Since all of us grow up in a society that gives powerful messages about racism,
sexism, anti-Semitism, and other forms ofprejudice, we all need to try to understand
and overcome the effects of this socialization. Students may want to believe they
have no stereotypes or prejudices; they almost certainly do. The first step in
eradicating them is to become aware of them. Students must also be educated to be
aware ofways that they, as workers and citizens, are either victims ofor contributors
to oppressive attitudes and inequitable conditions in society. Many students are
quick to see prejudice in society, but not in their own behavior. In ways ranging from
language (using he to mean people in general; black to mean bad; handicapped to
mean limited) to hiring patterns in organizations, students and professionals may
intentionally support oppressive social dynamics.

styles affect their perception of and interactions with people.

Sources of Interpersonal and Intrapersonal Tendencies
Family Patterns
The family experiences ofboth workers and clients are important determinants
of their attitudes, values, and reaction patterns. Students need to understand the
principles offamily dynamics and how these principles apply to their own families,
as well as to the families with whom they work. Family systems theory is a rich
source for an understanding of these dynamics, which will allow students to form
relationships with a wider variety of families and with individuals from different
family backgrounds. Also, a student who encounters a family dynamic that is
similar to a dynamic in the student's own family may be biased in his or her
assessment ofthe problem (Corey & Corey, 1989). For example, a worker who had
a protracted authority battle with his or her mother as an adolescent may react
negatively to mothers in families where a similar struggle is occurring.
Social/Cultural Identity
Students are members of many groups in society. Their race, gender, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, age, and social class are important determinants of who they are.
A student's social identity consists of membership in each ofthese groups. Students
need to explore various aspects of their social identity in order to understand their
reactions, attitudes, and values. They also need to understand how each aspect of
their social identity affects their level of power and privilege in society. For
example, a gay, black, middle-class male is a member ofa group with relative power
and privilege in regard to gender and class, but not in regard to race and sexual
orientation. Students will be dealing with clients whose social identity is different
from their own, and awareness of their own identity will help make them sensitive
to the identities of others.
In addition to being members ofthese groups, workers are part of a culture that
has had a dominant influence on them. Increasingly, they will be called upon to
work with those who are influenced by membership in another culture. Becoming
aware of the influences of their own culture is an important step in being effective
in multicultural settings (Axelson, 1985; Corey, Corey & Callahan, 1988).

HOW CAN HUMAN SERVICE EDUCATORS
PROMOfE SELF·UNDERSTANDING?

Human service workers have individual styles that they bring to interactions
with individuals and groups. They need to be aware of their style, and of how those

There are many ways to promote self-understanding as it has been defined here.
Self-understanding can be integrated into a curriculum by creating one or more
courses specifically aimed at developing students' self-understanding to the fullest
extent possible. This option may be a difficult one, given the diverse demands of
the curriculum and the limited time available. Another possibility is to integrate an
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Interpersonal Style

emphasis on self-understanding into as many existing courses as possible. Perhaps
the ideal program would make use of both these approaches.
There are many exercises and techniques for developing the ability to recognize
and name one's feelings (James & Jongeward, 1971; Weinstein, Hardin & Weinstein, 1975; Corey, 1983). Also, there are models and approaches identifying and
interrupting response patterns (Ellis & Harper, 1975; Watson & Tharp, 1985;
Weinstein, 1981). These approaches may be used in an entire course devoted to
pattern awareness (Weinstein, 1981; Weinstein, Hardin & Weinstein, 1975). Work
on identifying emotional responses and response pattems could also be part of
almost any human service course. Students can be encouraged to identify their
emotional reactions to case studies, to counseling approaches, to ethical dilemmas.
They can look for patterns in the interventions they prefer, the clients they work well
with, and so on.
Self-inventories and exercises are valuable in helping students clarify their own
values (Simon, Howe & Kirschenbaum, 1972; Corey, 1983; Corey, Corey &
Callahan, 1988). Since there are values inherent in almost any topic in human
service education, these issues could and should be incorporated into existing
courses. Corey, Corey, and Callahan's book (1988) is especially helpful in this
regard. Entire courses have also been created to help students clarify their values,
engage in moral debate, and consider ethical issues (Rest, 1974; Noddings, 1984;
Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger & Tarule, 1986). Materials that help students
become aware of their stereotypes and prejudices are usually combined with those
designed to help students identify their social identity; these will be discussed
shortly.
Human interaction laboratories, encounter and training groups, and structured
exercises are all avenues for exploration of interpersonal style (Corey & Corey,
1987; Johnson, 1990). Awareness of interpersonal style can also be pursued by
integrating this issue into courses in areas such as counseling and casework.
There are many different theoretical approaches to understanding family
systems. Some theories that are particularly fruitful in promoting self-understanding
are the family life cycle (Carter & McGoldrick, 1980), structural approaches
(Minuchin, 1974), communication approaches (Watzlawick, Beavin & Jackson,
1967), and Bowenian therapy (Kerr & Bowen, 1988). Approaches to the family life
cycle examine normal challenges presented in the growth of a family, similar to
various stage theories of individual development. Structural theories examine the
organization and functioning of various subsystems within the family, and communication approaches focus on healthy and dysfunctional patterns of communication in families. The Bowenian approach examines cross-generational family
dynamics. Instructors would need to translate these theories into exercises and
assignments designed to help students explore the development and dynamics of
their own families. Goldenberg and Goldenberg (1980a, 1980b) have provided a
comprehensive overview of family therapy theories and an accompanying workbook aimed specifically at helping students apply the theories to their own families.
Also, Napier and Whitaker's The Family Crucible (1978) provides an excellent
overview of concepts offamily systems in the context of an actual case study. These

Regardless of how the component of self-understanding is addressed, educators can benefit from knowledge of developmental sequences in designing a
curriculum that promotes self-understanding. There is research to indicate that
many of the areas described in this paper are developmental; growth of selfunderstanding is described in part by a progression of developmental stages.
Knowledge of these sequences is valuable to human service educators. It would
allow them to use different educational strategies for students at different developmental stages and to aim instruction or other activities at helping students take the
next logical developmental step.
There is some evidence that the understanding of emotional responses may
follow a developmental sequence (Sweitzer, 1985; Weinstein & Alschuler, 1985).
The ability to name feelings and response patterns may well be developmental
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resources could be used as part of a course devoted entirely to self-understanding,
or in a course on families combining an introduction to family systems and therapy
with self-exploration. Finally, these resources could be used as part of courses in
prevention, intervention, or methods.
Various strategies are available to help students learn about their social identity
and their role in perpetuating oppressive dynamics in theirpersonal and professional
lives. Schniedewind and Davidson (1983) have developed a sourcebook containing
both an extensive bibliography and specific classroom activities addressing issues
of sex, race, class, and age equity. The book No Turning Back (Goodman, Lakey,
Lashof & Thorne, 1983) is primarily focused on issues pertaining to lesbians and
gays. It offers a range of exercises and other methods to help students think about
these issues and also discusses ways in which heterosexism interacts with other
social issues such as race and class. Issues of race are dealt with by Katz (1978), who
writes specifically about anti-racism strategies for whites. Coombe and Little
(1986) offer one of the few sourcebooks that directly connects an understanding of
race with practice in human services. There are also books that offer concrete
strategies for educating people about issues pertaining to gender (Sanford &
Donovan, 1984; Kimmel, 1987) and physical disabilities (Interracial Books for
Children, 1977, 1982). Many of the exercises in these books can be adapted to fit
the particular focus of a class.

WHAT DO HUMAN SERVICE EDUCATORS NEED TO KNOW IN
ORDER TO PROMOTE SELF-UNDERSTANDING?
In order to promote self-understanding in their students, human service
educators need a variety of skills and knowledge. Educators need to have a library
of resources for the development of self-understanding in each of the five areas
mentioned. This paper has attempted to address this concern. However, educators
also need to understand developmental dynamics relevant to self-understanding
and to be involved in developing their own self-understanding.

Developmental Dynamics

achievements, preceded by predictable antecedent stages. Several authors have
suggested that there is a developmental progression in moral reasoning (Kohlberg,
1981; Gilligan, 1982; Lyons, 1983; Belenky et al., 1986), although the specific
nature of the sequence is the subject of much debate. Finally, developmental stages
have been identified in an individual's progress toward awareness ofethnic, gender,
and racial identity (Jackson, 1975; Bell & Weinstein, 1986).

Self-Understanding for Educators
Educators need to know themselves, and they must be dedicated to selfunderstanding as a continuous process, not as a point of arrival. That knowledge
will make them betterteachers ofthe techniques and processes of self-understanding
as well as more effective role models for students. This modeling will be further
enhanced by educators who can explain how their knowledge of themselves has
been, and continues to be, important to them in their professional lives.
A more compelling reason why human service educators should be dedicated
to self-understanding is that they are in a similar relationship ofpower and influence
to their students as those students will one day be to their clients. All the arguments
advanced earlier for self-understanding as part ofthe responsible use of power with
clients apply to educators in their relationship to students.

CONCLUSION
Students who have some understanding of themselves in the categories
outlined in this paper and are committed to pursuing self-understanding after
graduation (as they would be committed to continuing growth and training in other
skill areas) will be more effective human service professionals in the short and long
term. Making self-understanding a vital part of the curriculum in human services,
however, is no easy task. Interested educators will have to make a deliberate effort
to incorporate the concept into their programs; they will need to be as clear as
possible on why they want to include it and how. Furthermore, they need, as
teachers, to be prepared for the myriad ofchallenges this sort ofeducation presents.
It is hoped that this paper has started a discussion among interested educators to
assist them in these endeavors.
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A Historical Perspective of
the Baccalaureate-Level
Human Service Professional
Sally Fullerton

Abstract: Aspects of the early development of human service
programs at the baccalaureate level which are often omitted in the
literature are described here. Current issues in human services,
such as a definition of the field itself and the professionalism of
its workers, are examined from this historical perspective.

The history of the human service movement usually portrayed in the human
service literature either omits discussion of bachelor's-level programs or implies
that bachelor's-level human service programs were an outgrowth of associate-level
programs. In fact, AA-level and BA-Ievel programs* developed simultaneously in
the mid-1960s.
Although both levels of human service educational programs came into being
in response to the same societal needs and circumstances, the early development of
the two levels took place separately. In spite ofthis separate development, however,
there were many similarities in ideology, including the concept that persons with
less than graduate training could be effective in helping resolve human problems
and the concept that human service workers should be generalists committed to
addressing a whole range of individual needs in a comprehensive and accessible
manner, rather than specialists. These and other similarities in ideology facilitated

* For convenience, programs at the associate and bachelor's degree levels will
be referred to as AA-Ievel and BA-Ievel programs, although AS and BS degrees are
also offered.
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later efforts to coordinate the two levels of human services into a single profession.
There were also some important differences in the early development ofthe two
levels, and these have contributed to difficulties in reaching a common definition
of human services. For example, most of the AA-level programs were viewed as
paraprofessional training, whereas most of the BA-level programs were viewed as
professional education. A second major difference was that the prototype for the
majority of the AA programs was the mental health aid, whereas for BA programs
the focus was generally on more broad community service roles, often with a social
change component.
The purpose of this article is to summarize major aspects of the development
of BA-level human service educational programs and to examine current issues
such as definition of the field, the professionalism of its workers, and articulation
of human service education from this historical perspective. For the analysis, the
School of Community Services and Public Affairs at the University of Oregon, one
of the first bachelor's-level human service programs in the country, is used as an
example.

BEGINNINGS OF THE HUMAN SERVICE MOVEMENT
The establishment of human service education is best understood if viewed
within a historical, social, and political context. Since this history is well detailed
elsewhere (e.g., Mandell and Schram, 1983; Mehr, 1986; Schmolling, Youkeles &
Burger, 1989), only a brief summary will be included here.
Although one could trace the roots of helping back many centuries, the major
impetus for the human service movement dates back to the 1950s, when social
attitudes started changing from a postwar complacency and sense of well-being to
a growing awareness and concern for social inequities and problems. Research
studies (Robinson, DeMarche & Wagle, 1960; Gurin, Veroff & Field, 1960)
revealed that certain populations were underserved-primarily, racial minorities
and the poor-and contributed to the increasing realization that existing helping
professions and programs were not meeting human needs adequately.
The additional demands for community services created by deinstitutionalization
in mental health and corrections added to the problem of unmet needs. The
community services that did exist were generally highly specialized and fragmented.
Further, the efficacy of psychotherapy, a predominant mode of helping at the time,
was beginning to be questioned. By the early 1960s there was not only an increasing
awareness of the social contributions to individual problems but also an increasing
acceptance of society's responsibility for helping address those problems.
Since it was assumed at the time that graduate-level education in social work,
clinical or counseling psychology, psychiatry, or related areas was required for
professional roles in mental health or social welfare services, numerous so-called
"manpower studies" were conducted to assess the ability of existing graduate
programs to meet staffing needs in these fields (e.g., Albee, 1960; Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, 1965). These studies concluded that there was an
increasingly large shortage of trained workers and that graduate programs could not
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possibly expand enough to meet the need. Other sources would have to be
established in order to provide adequate mental health and social welfare services
and to fill the positions that would be created in the new War on Poverty programs
of the sixties.
In response to the need for additional trained workers, several new categories
of workers came into being, including the bachelor's-level professional in human
services. The social work profession also began to consider the possibility of a
bachelor's-level professional. Paraprofessionals, aided by the establishment of
AA-level programs in mental health and human services and by the passage of the
Scheuer Subprofessional Career Act of 1966, filled many positions in human
service agencies. Some new types ofgraduate programs also came into being to help
provide needed services. In addition, more indigenous workers were recruited,
promoted by the New Careers concept and later by War on Poverty legislation.
There was also an increase in volunteerism and mutual-help groups.
Thus, the human service movement was born. Like all new professions, it was
partly reactionary in nature, since it developed in response to the inadequacies of
existing helping professions and programs. It also was p~ of the larger social
movement that included the civil rights movement, the community mental health
movement, the self-help movement, the war on poverty, and other aspects of the
social reform movement of the sixties.

ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE FIRST BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS
It is not clear which was the first bachelor's degree program in human services.
A national survey was conducted by Edward Brawley (1982), and, of the programs
that responded, the oldest was the School of Community Service and Public Affairs
(CSPA) at the University of Oregon. For CSPA, planning began in 1962 and
culminated in 1966 with authorization for the new school by the Oregon State
System of Higher Education; in spring of 1967 the first students were admitted
(Duncan, 1967). The first AA-level program was established at Purdue University
in 1966, which makes it clear that the development of these two levels of human
service education was parallel rather than sequential.
Other baccalaureate-level programs with early starting dates identified in
Brawley's study included the Individual and Family Studies Program at the
Pennsylvania State University, in 1968; the human service program at Metropolitan
State College in Colorado, in 1969; and the community services program at Seattle
University in Washington, in 1969. Apparently, many other BA-level programs
developed during this period. According to a survey conducted by the Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education (Teague, 1970), by 1970 there were 55
baccalaureate helping services programs in the West alone. Some of these,
however, were social welfare programs, which later became social work programs.
The majority ofthe early BA-level programs were broadly focused and were
built on an interdisciplinary knowledge base. CSPA, for example, had program
components related to community services, public policy and management, leisure
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services, and international development, with the assumption that all of these were
interrelated. Other examples of early programs that defined community services
broadly and included a public affairs component were the School of Public Affairs
and Community Service at the University of Nebraska at Omaha, and the College
of Public and Community Service at the University of Massachusetts. These
programs typically drew their faculty from many different disciplines and professions.

ROLE OF WICHE IN
THE DEVELOPMENT OF EARLYPROGRAMS
While the Southern Region Education Board provided the primary leadership
for the development of AA-Ievel programs, the Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education (WICHE) played an important role in the development of early
BA-Ievel human service programs.
WICHE's early involvement had a dual thrust, according to Dutton Teague
(1970), director ofWICHE,s Undergraduate Helping Services Program. It focused
on (a) the development of educational opportunities at the baccalaureate level for
persons interested in the helping services, and (b) the development of employment
opportunities for the graduates of these programs (WICHE, 1967).
The first phase of this work began in 1965 with federal funding from the
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, and continued through 1969 with a
major grant from Social and Rehabilitation Services and a supplemental grant from
the National Institute of Mental Health (Teague, 1970). WICHE brought together
people from various academic institutions and work settings to define these new
BA-Ievel professional roles and to determine the knowledge and skills that would
be needed to perform them. The primary strategy for creating employment
opportunities was to encourage agency administrators to establish systems for
differential utilization of "manpower," based on their recognition of necessary
skills of persons with various educational levels.
Some of these conferences were regionwide; others focused on developing
coordinated systems within each of the 13 states served by WICHE. Two regional
conferences were particularly influential in the establishment and design of BAlevel programs. The first, the Regional Institute on Undergraduate Social Service
Education, was held in May 1965 in Salt Lake City, Utah. At this institute, the higher
education administrators in attendance were challenged to become more involved
in the needs ofsociety (WICHE, 1965). The second important regional conference,
held in 1968, focused on needs identified by the directors of new undergraduate
programs: assistance with field program development, rationale and design for
methods course offerings, and implications for employment of the graduates of the
programs (Teague and Buck, 1968).
This first phase of the WIGIE effort was very successful in promoting the
development of undergraduate helping services programs, with 55 BA-Ievel
programs identified within the western region by 1970 (Teague, 1970). In order to
promote the creation of jobs for BA-level professionals, WICHE began a second
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phase of its Helping Services Program in 1970 with continuing grant funding from
the same sources. In this phase, several models for differential utilization of
manpower were experimentally implemented in selected human service agencies in
order to test their applicability and to encourage agencies in the region to redesign
their staffing patterns.
Since WICHE is a regional organization, its early influence was felt primarily
in the 13 western states it serves. However, BA-level programs were also
developing in other parts ofthe country in the late sixties and early seventies. Some
were established in direct response to the societal needs and conditions just
described, and some grew out of the desire for further human service education
expressed by graduates of AA-level programs. The Southern Region Education
Board, for example, started with emphasis on AA-level programs but expanded its
leadership to include development of BA-level programs as well.

ARTICULATION OF EDUCATIONAL LEVELS
Although WICHE-sponsored discussions regarding the BA-level professional
included comparisons with AA-level and graduate-level workers, the primary
leadership for examining articulation among the various educational levels in
human services was provided by the Southern Region Education Board (SREB).
Drawing on Sidney Fine's (1955) work on levels of worker functions, and with
assistance from the National Institute of Mental Health and from Social and
Rehabilitation Services, SREB facilitated the development ofmodels ofdifferential
levels of training for mental health workers (Community College Mental Health
Worker Project, 1969) and for social welfare workers (Teare & McPheeters, 1970).
Four levels were described in these analyses, ranging from the entry/aid level to the
professional/specialist level.
During the mid-seventies, with continued funding from NIMH, SREB sponsored workshops throughout the country to bring human service educators of both
AA and BA levels together to determine basic requirements for all levels of
undergraduate human service education. This work culminated in the establishment
in 1979 of the Council for Standards in Human Service Education and in the
development of standards.for program approval, which were formally approved in
1982.
The social work and psychology professions also examined the relationships
among various levels ofprofessional education. In the late fifties social work began
considering the possible addition of a bachelor's-level professional (Bisno, 1959),
but not until 1969-when the National Association ofSocial Workers voted to bring
BA social workers into the association-was the bachelor's level recognized as the
beginning level of professional practice. In 1973, the American Psychological
Association (APA) sponsored a conference in Vail, Colorado, to identify competency criteria for levels of education in psychology ranging from prebachelor to
post-doctoral level (Korman, 1974). APA, however, has never accepted the
bachelor's degree as a professional level in psychology.
The often asked question "How does human services differ from social work?"
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sometimes carries with it the implication that human services should justify its
establishment at a time when social work already existed. One part ofthe answer to
this question is that when BA and AA programs in human services were developed,
there was no place in social work for workers trained at the undergraduate level;
indeed, there is still no place in social work for the AA-level worker. A good analysis
ofotherdifferences between social work.and human services is presentedby Clubok
(1984), who includes such factors as definition of the generalist worker, curricular
requirements (human services places greater emphasis on skill training and requires
more field instruction), and faculty backgrounds (human service faculty as multidisciplinary while social work relies on social work faculty).

Initially, the concept ofthe baccalaureate-level professional was controversial,
so the development ofthese programs presented a number ofproblems related to the
legitimacy of the concept and the identity of the workers. Some of these issues, as
well as those related to determining an appropriate knowledge base and the role
expectations for this level of professional, have been analyzed elsewhere (e.g.,
Fullerton, 1974, 1979; Dugger, 1975).
The controversy regarding the nature and legitimacy ofthe baccalaureate-level
professional was illustrated in the development of CSP A. CSPA was aided in its
early development by input from a variety of liberal thinkers who promoted the
concept. Arthur Fleming, who had served as Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare in the Eisenhower Administration, was president of the University of
Oregon at the time CSPA was started, and he strongly supported the development
of the school. Early faculty members, including Arthur Pearl, co-author of New
Careers for the Poor (1965), and Herbert Bisno, author of The Place of the Undergraduate Curriculum in Social Work Education (1959), contributed significantly to the conceptualization of new roles in service delivery. The donation of
$1.5 million by Lila Acheson Wallace, co-founder of the Reader's Digest, to establish the school eliminated the necessity of taking funds from other university
programs to start the new program, thus reducing resistance (Warner, 1968). These
conditions all fostered the development of CSPA and its new mission for the
university.
On the other hand, a substantial number offaculty at the university resented the
intrusion of this new school with its radical ideas about professionalism, its field
instruction and other non-traditional educational programs, and its strong administrative backing. When the Wallace donation ran out in the early seventies, the
university provided the funds for the school's continuance---a fact that further
displeased conservative faculty members. The time demands placed on CSPA
faculty who were involved in developing the new program resulted in their having
less time for more traditional research and scholarship. Since publications are a
hallmark of success in a liberal arts university, the lower publication rates of CSPA
faculty added fuel to the questions on the legitimacy and quality of the program.
This non-acceptance was probably a factor when, in 1982, in a time of financial

cutback, CSP A was abolished and the various programs within it, including human
services, were scattered to other administrative units on campus. Since higher
education across the country continues to face funding problems, any ongoing
controversy regarding the legitimacy ofthe human service mission may continue to
put these programs in jeopardy.
The issue of professionalism is also raised within the ranks of human service
educators. In defining human services, the debate as to whether human service
workers are professional or paraprofessional is often framed in terms of whether or
not human services has moved beyond the paraprofessional concept and should now
be considered professional. Given the fact that most BA programs were considered
professional programs from the beginning, the question should more appropriately
be phrased as "Which conception of human services should predominate now?" or
"Should the model of dual (or multiple) levels continue'?"
In the more than 20 years since human service programs were established, there
is still no agreement as to what human services is. For example, although there
seems to be agreement that human services prepares generalists who have generic
skills and an interdisciplinary knowledge base, the breadth of application is not
clear. The history ofthe AA and BA programs sheds some light on this. There may
be a reluctance on the part of some AA programs to broaden beyond the mental
health aid model, especially into some of the areas encompassed in early BA
programs, such as corrections, administration, and social change efforts. It is
interesting to note that at the AA level corrections and criminal justice programs are
typically quite separate from human services and mental health programs, whereas
at the BA level these programs are often integrated.
An addi tional aspect of the problem of professional definition is that when the
BA programs related to human services were first established, there was no common
label to identify the graduates of the programs. The burden fell on each individual
and each program to communicate the graduate's skills. Not only did this pose some
problems in the job market but it also made it difficult for many of the graduates to
achieve some sense of professional identity (Fullerton, 1974). To fill this void,
some identified instead with the field of practice in which they worked. However,
by viewing themselves as child care workers or juvenile court counselors, they lost
identity with the larger human services concept. This problem has been addressed
to some extent by the increasingly common usage of the term human services to
describe programs and workers. However, many human service workers still do not
find that term a clear or useful professional identity; also, many other titles are still
in use for human service education programs across the country.
Several persuasive arguments claim that human services is well on its way to
becoming a profession (e.g., Clubok, 1987). Most human service educators support
the movement toward professionalization. Some, however, argue that the human
service movement was founded in reaction to the elitism of existing professions as
well as their inadequacies, and therefore a move to make human services a new
profession represents a betrayal of its origins. For example, efforts to define the
boundaries of the field and certify human service workers are seen by some ofthese
dissenters as a movement toward territoriality and elitism. These views can serve
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as a useful caution: as the field of human services develops as a profession, it is
important to remember its roots so that those aspects of professionalization it was
initially against will be avoided.
By recognizing that BA and AA human service programs have separate roots,
greater understanding may be gained of some of the current conflicts and issues
encountered in defining human services. It is hoped, therefore, that future professional development will take into account the similarities and differences in past
development and will find ways of acknowledging and balancing the contributions
of each.
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Social Care at the Frontline: Paraprofessionals Worldwide, by Ruben Schindler
and Edward Allan Brawley, Tavistock Publications, 1987,297 pp. $57.50.

By John D. Herzog

Schindler and Brawley have written a potentially important but ultimately
disappointing book.
They provide a volume focused on an intriguing topic, "the training and use of
paraprofessional human service personnel around the world" (p. vii). By paraprofessionals they mean "persons who work alongside professionally trained workers
in auxiliary roles," as we usually think of them in this country, and, equally, "nonprofessional front-line workers ...found performing vital human service functions in
the absence of professional supervision, direction, or even presence" (p. 2), in both
developed and developing regions ofthe globe. They emphasize that human service
workers comprise an extremely diverse group of specialists, ranging across the
fields of social welfare, education, health, special needs, criminal justice, etc.
However, as social workers themselves, the authors are especially interested in how
practitioners of that field in all countries work with, and sometimes against, their
paraprofessional associates.
This book is based on "data" gathered from 13 Western and Third World
nations, including four discussed in particular depth (Britain, India, Israel, and the
United States). The authors document via voluminous examples that paraprofessionals are vital for human service provision in all ofthe nations examined, although
in unique proportions and with differing responsibilities in each of them, within the
categories of developed and developing countries. In some of the nations, they are
supplementing the work of better trained professionals; in others they function
largely independently of practitioners with superior credentials, almost in competition
with these latter; and in some jurisdictions (not always developing nations) they
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may be the only persons providing important kinds of assistance to populations in
need. These three possible roles for paraprofessionals, plus combinations of them
in particular countries, appear throughout the book. The authors propose them as
variations of a "long-time or even permanent state of affairs" (p.vii) for modem and
modernizing society, for which some pattern for the division of the labor of the
"helpers" of the nation is mandatory.
Schindler and Brawley mention no conflicts between their findings from the
extensive (13 nations) and those from the intensive (4 nations) surveys, although
they focus much more heavily on the latter (one chaptervs. six). They organize their
remarks about both studies under five recurrent and commonsensical, but theoretically
underived, rubrics, which emerged for them from the extensive survey: (a) factors
contributing to the use of paraprofessionals, (b) role definitions and utilization
patterns, (c) professional-paraprofessional relationships, (d) training and educational
approaches, and (e) opportunities for career advancement. Standing alone, many
of their observations quickly fascinate the reader as he or she proceeds through the
chapters, moving from country to country within each.
For example, one is surprised to learn that the expansion of the social services
support network that occurred after 1970 in Britain took place largely through the
recruitment, training, and deployment, in teams, of thousands of paraprofessional
care-givers, with titles such as care assistants, home helps, and family aides, who
proved so effective and energetic that now they are no longer "viewed as" a
temporary stopgap until "sufficient professional workers" (p. 79) were available.
And, in both Israel and India, the administrators ofcommunity development efforts,
such as Project Renewal and the Integrated Child Development Services program,
respectively, deliberately build their front-line staff of paraprofessionals from
persons on the local level, "who share class, cultural and ethnic backgrounds" (p.
67) with the clients they hope to influence.
With respect to "role definitions and utilization patterns," Schindler and
Brawley remind us that in all countries paraprofessionals are "the workers who have
the most frequent and regular face-to-face contact with clients" (p. 119). This
chapter introduces discussion of English "patch teams," or cadres of variously
specialized social service staff, who are collectively responsible for responding to
all service demands within a small neighborhood of5,000 to 10,000 people; and the
Indian anganwadi, or childcarer/health auxiliary, whose base of operations is a
traditional courtyard in the vicinity of which perhaps 1,000 people live.
The authors argue persuasively that professional and paraprofessional staff
cooperate most productively and warmly in Britain, where mutual respect seems to
flourish on the patch teams, and be least amicable in the United States, where social
work (the authors' prime comparison) "is still a relatively low-status and insecure
profession" and its posture toward less credentialed co-workers is "defensive, at
best" (p. 158). In India, as these writers interpret the situation, social workers as
professionals have virtually ignored the actual toilers in the vineyards.
The authors single out the American system of community colleges as
providing especially significant and promising training opportunities for human
service paraprofessionals, because they are accessible, award formal credentials,
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and prepare people for a wide variety of jobs in the human services. By contrast,
in each of the other three countries most paraprofessional training is either inservice and on-the-job, or titled to a post-graduate level. In Britain, however,
several certification boards in the human services are currently developing systematic,
national training schemes for human service paraprofessionals.
The chapter on "opportunities for career advancement" is the least cheerful in
the book, because none of the nations intensively studied is doing much to provide
chances for promotion to formally unqualified human service workers. Again, in
Britain (Maggie Thatcher notwithstanding, Britain comes out best in this volume),
the above-mentioned training schemes provide "useful avenues for career advancement" (p. 237), but they are not evenly available throughout the country and
some employers are unwilling to release workers to attend. Schindler and Brawley
admire the genius of the idea of the career ladder and the career matrix, which has
been most thoroughly expounded in the United States, but agree with other analysts
that paraprofessionals generally "face formidable barriers" (p. 238) when they
actually look to follow these routes to advancement.
There are, then, many interesting pages and snippets ofinformation in the book,
and the preceding examples do not do full justice to this dimension of it. What are
some of the limitations that render the volume, in my view, a disappointing one?
The first difficulty relates to the overall organization of the book. The seven
central chapters (of nine) are organized according to the rubrics mentioned above,
so that chapter 5, for example, on "role definitions and utilization patterns,"
discusses them first for Britain, then India, then Israel, and finally the United States.
Each of the central chapters follows the same pattern, which leads to considerable
repetition, since many of the same programs are used as examples in several or all
chapters and are partly re-explained in each one. More significantly, no unified
description or analysis of a country's especially interesting use(s) of human service
paraprofessionals appears in the book; potential national "case studies" are parceled
out to multiple pages in multiple chapters.
A second problem has to do with the choices of countries studied. The four
intensively examined are said (p. 36) to be ones in which paraprofessionals are
extensively used and about which an extensive literature exists. Further, Brawley
is an American professor of social work and had access to both people and places
here and in Britain; Schindler is similarly employed in Israel and, via personal
connections, could talk to people and visit projects both there and in India (The fact
that in all four countries English is a useful lingua franca is not mentioned.) At any
rate, one may well question whether the authors selected the four potentially most
interesting countries. Why not Sweden or France or Russia? China or Japan?
Canada or Australia? Hungary or Tanzania? Would we not have learned much more
from a greater range of case studies?
The preceding comments lead to a third criticism, perhaps the most important,
having to do with the unevenness of the data employed in the book, which from
country to country derive from very different kinds of sources. Specifically, much
of the material about paraprofessionals in Britain seems to come from official
government reports and professional journal articles; that for India from interviews
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with experts and site visits; that for Israel from the personal experiences ofthe author
(Schindler), especially in Project Renewal, and from government reports; and that
for the United States from academic books and journal articles and from lengthy
professional experience (Brawley's) in the New Careers movement. Each of these
is a worthy source of information about paraprofessionals in the human service
system ofa country or a set of countries, but if a valid comparative study is to be done
among a set of countries, the same sorts ofdata must be used from each, at least so
far as possible. It does not seem that an effort was made in writing this book to
achieve this kind of comparability.
Finally, the book suffers quietly from the underlying social work outlook of the
authors. Both ofthem genuinely respect human service paraprofessionals as worthy
and necessary colleagues in the effort in each country to reduce suffering and to
enhance self-realization, but they also seem to regard such workers as very much
less than complete-as amazing for what they can accomplish (on occasion) with
so little training and so little support from their better prepared colleagues. The fact
that credentials may bear only a very loose relationship to performance, both in
developed and developing settings, is not seriously considered. Further, the uses of
paraprofessionals in human service fields outside of welfare, community development, and community mental health-those fields in which social workers are
most likely to collaborate with paraprofessionals-are not seriously considered,
even though Schindler and Brawley acknowledge the wider deployment of paraprofessional staff in the introductory chapters. Thus, paraprofessionals in education, health care.Iegal services, services to those with special needs, recreation, etc.,
are only occasionally mentioned in this book. These are major omissions.
We thus have an intriguing, but not confidence-inspiring introduction to how
paraprofessionals are used in human services around the world. The most compelling
feature ofthe volume is that it makes us realize how much more we could learn from
a really thorough and systematic exploration ofthe terrain surveyed for the first time
by the present writers.

John D. Herzog is Director ofthe Human Services Program, and professor of
education at Northeastern University.
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Applied Social Research: Tools for the Human Services, by Duane R. Monette,
Thomas J. Sullivan, and Cornell R. Dejong, Holt, Reinhart, and Winston, 1986,416
pp. $31.95

By Joel See

This edited collection ofevaluation research studies is intended to help students
develop the ability to critique such studies and thus be better prepared to do
evaluation research themselves. Its format is well suited to this task. An introduction that overviews evaluation research is followed by major sections on experimental designs, cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness designs, and potential sources of
invalidity. In each of these sections there are chapters on particular designs or
sources of invalidity. Each chapter includes a brief introduction explaining the
design or invalidity problem, a reprinted article presenting the results of an actual
piece of evaluation research that used the design or dealt with a threat to validity,
and a critique by the authors in which the study is briefly and candidly assessed for
both its strengths and its weaknesses. There are 20 such chapters with 17 articles
(some chapters refer back to a study reported on in an earlier chapter). The authors
then provide a comprehensive critique of all the uses of design and validity
strategies in an 18th study and conclude with a 19th study that is to be critiqued by
the student. The idea here obviously is that students, having followed the authors'
Critiques through the previous chapters, now have the thought processes necessary
to begin to do their own critiques.
It would seem that, as with many edited volumes, it is appropriate here to
consider separately the value of the authors' own prefaces, introductions, and
Critiques, and the articles selected for inclusion. First, how appropriate are the
articles? Ofthe 19,9 are from Evaluation Review, a basic journal in the field. Of
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the remaining 10, 5 are from standard sociology and psychology journals, 2 are
government reports, one was reprinted from another edited volume, one first
appeared in Science, and one was written especially for this volume. So, while
research reports of this type are accessible in a good library, there is a convenience
to having them readily assembled around a theme for use in a class. Considering
where most of them originally appeared, one can also assume that they are models
ofsound evaluation research, and I say this while recognizing the authors' point that
even research published in respected journals can have flaws. As to years of
publication, the range is from 1960 to 1985. The few that are pre-1980 are "classics"
ofone sort or another. It is appropriate that most describe evaluations done recently;
although the subject is research design, the fact that these are studies of recent
programs or policy initiatives will help engage student interest.
The programs and policies evaluated in these reports cover a broad range,
reflecting the authors' intent that the book be useful to a variety of disciplines. By
my count, 12 of the 19 articles are directly related to work in human services.
Studies offollow-up programs for discharged mental patients, income maintenance
experiments, a cost-benefit analysis of a family planning program, and an evaluation of a nutrition program in Colombia are examples. The articles range in length
from 3 to 32 pages, the mean length being around 13 pages. Since research design
is the focus, this average length seems about right, long enough to describe the
program being evaluated but not so long that students get lost in its details and lose
sight of the methodological issues.
Turning to the book in general, the authors' note that it is intended as a
companion text and that it is for graduate-level evaluation research courses. Both
of these statements accurately describe the book. They also state that it can
profitably be used by students with no previous work in statistics, since the critiques
are of design and not of the appropriateness of statistical tests used by the
researchers. I disagree with this assumption; much of their writing and many ofthe
included articles will read more smoothly for the student who has had a course in
statistics, social research methods, or experimental psychology.
I would rate the authors' own writing in the text as generally quite readable.
There are exceptions, though. For example, after critiquing David Malitz's costbenefit analysis ofa family planning service, they state that "Malitz's research is not
the first article in the book that might benefit from cost-benefit analysis" (p. 222).
Do they really mean that Malitz should do a cost-benefit analysis ofhis own research
study? I think not, but that is what the sentence seems to say. This sort of writing
occurs often enough to be an annoyance to the reader familiar with research, and
possibly confusing to the student new to this technical subject.
In conclusion, it should be noted that the authors of the text are both professors
who teach public administration courses. The book, in subtle ways, reflects their
passion both for effective teaching and for actually doing evaluation research, which
they see as a unique blending of artistic and scientific work. This enthusiasm
increases the likelihood that this book will be engaging for students. I recommend
this text as a source of appropriate companion articles to be used in graduate-level
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policy evaluation courses. It helps the reader be a more informed consumer of this
sort of research, a worthwhile end in itself.

Joel See is Director ofthe Division ofHuman Services at the University ofNew
England, Biddeford, Maine.
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I. Human Service Education (HSE) is a refereed journal. Manuscripts which are
judged by the editors to fall within the range of interest of the journal will be
submitted without the names and identifying information of the authors to reviewers.
The principal audiences of HSE are faculty members and administrators in
institutions of higher education and practitioners interested in human service
education. Sample areas of interest include: teaching methods, curricular design,
internships and experientialleaming, faculty development, career paths of graduates, issues of program quality, relationships with human service agencies, articulation between two- and four-year programs, and models of graduate study in
human services.
HSE publishes three types of submissions: a) articles, b) brief notes, and c)
critical reviews of instructional materials and scholarly books of interest to human
service educators.
2. The following instructions apply to all three types of submission:
a. Manuscripts should be well organized and present the idea in a clear and
concise manner. Use headings and subheadings to guide the reader. Avoid
the use of jargon and sexist terminology.
b. Manuscripts should be typed in 12-point type with 1.25-inch margins on all
four sides. All material should be double spaced, including references, all
lines of tables, and extensive quotations.
c. All materials should conform to the style of the current edition of the
Publication Manual ofthe American Psychological Association.
d. Avoid footnotes wherever possible.
e. Tables should be kept to a minimum. Include only essential data and
combine tables wherever possible. Each table should be on a separate sheet
of paper following the reference section of the article. Final placement of
tables is at the discretion of the editors.
f. Figures (graphs, illustrations) must be supplied as camera-ready art. Figure
titles should be attached to the art.
g. On a separate page, place the title of the article, the names of the authors,
their professional titles and their institutional affiliations. Article titles and
headings should be as short as possible.
h. Check all references for completeness; make sure all references mentioned
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in the text are listed in the reference section, and vice versa.
i. Manuscripts are edited for consistency of grammar, spelling, and punctuation. In some cases, portions of manuscripts may be reworded for conciseness or clarity of expression.
j. Manuscripts are accepted for review with the understanding that they
represent original work and are not under review by another publication.
k, All manuscripts must meet the specifications detailed above or they will be
returned to the authors before review for publication.

3. The following are additional directions for each type of submission:
a. Articles. Ordinarily, manuscripts for articles should not exceed ten (10)
typed pages. Following the title page include an abstract of not more than 100
words. This statement should express the central idea of the article in nontechnical language and should appear on a page separate from the text.
b. Brief Notes. Submissions appropriate for this format include brief reports
of research projects or program innovations. Manuscripts should not exceed four
double-spaced typed pages; it is recommended that the results and implications
occupy at least half of the brief note. A 50-word capsule statement should
accompany the note.
c. Critical Reviews. HSE accepts reviews of textbooks, other instructional
materials, and scholarly books of interest to human service educators. Manuscripts should not exceed three typed pages unless two or more related books are
included in one review, in which case manuscripts should not exceed five typed
pages. For more specific information, contact Frank Russo, Education Department, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 02881. Phone: (401) 792-4213
or 2564.
Send an original and three clean copies of all materials to: Anita Runyan,
Human Services Department, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403-5220.
Phone: (503) 346-3813.
Inquiries about subscriptions and production should be directed to Rob Lawson,
Western Washington University, Everett, WA 98201. Phone: (201) 259-7151, ext.
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National Organization
for Human Service Education
The National Organization for Human Service Education (NOHSE) was
founded in 1975 as an outgrowth of a perceived need by professional care
providers and legislators for improved methods of human service delivery. With
the support of the National Institute of Mental Health and the Southern Regional
Education Board, NOHSE focused its energies on developing and strengthening
human service education programs at the associate, bachelor's, master's, and
doctoral levels.
The current purposes of the organization are: a) to provide a medium for
cooperation and communication among human service organizations and individual practitioners; b) to foster excellence in teaching, research, and curriculum
development for improving the education of human service delivery personnel;
c) to encourage, support, and assist the development of local, state, and national
organizations of human services; and d) to sponsor conferences, institutes, and
symposia that foster creative approaches to meeting human service needs.
Members of NOHSE are drawn from diverse educational and professional
backgrounds which include corrections, mental health, child care, social services,
human resource management, gerontology, developmental disabilities, addictions, recreation, and education. Membership is open to human service educators,
students, field work supervisors, direct care professionals, and administrators.
Benefits ofmembership include a subscription to Human ServiceEducationand to
The Link (the bimonthly newsletter) and the availability of professional development workshops, professional development and research grants, and an annual
conference.
Six regional organizations are affiliated with NOHSE and provide additional
benefits to their members; they include the New England Organization of Human
Service Education, Mid-Atlantic Consortium for Human Services, Southern Organization for Human Services, Midwest Organization for Human Service Education, and Northwest Organization for Human Service Education, and Southwestern Organization for Human Service Education.
NOHSE is closely allied with the Council for Standards in Human Service
Education. CSHSE, founded in 1979, has developed a highly respected set of
standards for professional human service education programs and also provides
technical assistance to programs seeking Council approval.
Inquiries about membership should be addressed to Robert Heasley, Department of Human Services, University of Alaska, Anchorage, AL 99503. Phone:
(907) 786-1612. Other correspondence should be addressed to David Maloney,
NOHSE president, Box 515, Holden, MA 01520. Phone: (508) 853-7128.
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